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SU marches through Homecoming week
TheRedhawkscontrolledthefirst

Both teams had kicks that hit the

half, outshooting SPU

11-0 in the crossbars early in the first half, but
half. Even though SU controlled Pulse's goal wouldprove to be the
the ball they couldn't find the back onlyscoringinSU's toughestgame
ofthe net.
of the year so far.
Finally,with2:22left in thegame
Andrea Gutierrez grabbed a pass
from freshman Tafara Pulse and
kicked it in for the victory to help
SU pick up it's third straight shutout and fourth goal during their
winning streak, as the Redhawks
have outscoredtheir opponents16-3 in that span.

In the 25th minute of play,
Butcher tackled junior Jennifer
Lichtenberger to stop her from an
assured goal.
Last week'splayer-of-the-week.
Pulse, tookadvantage oftheresultingpenaUy kickami cuVm\y kicked
the ball into the back of the net.

Bven though SV3 was onVy ab\c \o
capitalizeononeshot,it wasenough.

"We knew we could play with
them, we just had something to

SUnowpreparesfora four-game

TheConcordia University goalie,
stop.

Jeremy Edwards / PhotoEditor

Carl Bergquist
Staff Reporter

tory, including an upset victory

against fourth-ranked Concordia
The number five-ranked Seattle University, and a victory over SeUniversity women's soccer team attlePacific University, to start off
picked up their eighth-straight vic- Homecoming Week activities.

SUclosedout agrueling weekin
which theyplayedfourgames.The
last game cameagainstleague-leading Seattle Pacific University in
their first-ever meeting.

versity

Sauvageau followedup her twogoal performance against Central
Washington University earlier in
the week, where she took over sole
possession of third place on SUs
all time scoring list, scoring the
lone goal against SOU in the 68th
minuteoff a pass from Gutierrez.
SU controlled the field of pluy
theentiregame,attempting24shots
toSOU'sone.includinga 15-1 edge
inshots-on-goal.

Shelly Butcher, saved 15 shots-ongoal, but ran into one she couldn't

JuniorNichole Sauvageaufindsherselfaloneina sea ofSPUplayers. The LadyRedhawks went on to win the
game1-0.

"We had a guardianangel watching over our goal this weekend."
freshmanJulia Ugarte commented
The Redhawks followed up the
Concordia game withanother shutout against Southern OregonUni-

stretch against division rivals that
prove," junior co-captain Nichole will almost assuredly determine
their fate.
Sauvageau said.

Missing Madison Court:
New barriers prevent trafficfrom using
Spring Street and Madison Court
SCOTT VAN AMBURG
Staff Reporter

New barricadesthat preventmo-

torized vehicles from approaching
Xavierresidencehallhaveprompted
mixed reactionsfromcampuscommunity members.
"It bites,"Peter Paquette, former

Xavier resident, said, referring to
the no parking posts that block
through traffic on Spring streetand

ning to buy those streets for ten
years," Robert Fenn, Director of
Facilities Operations, said.
"It's mainly a safety issue.There
have been too many students almost hitby the through-traffic."
Reactions to this decisionby SU
communitymembers aremixed.
"Icalled a cab andwaitedoutside
for like ten minutes," sophomore
MargaretPlummer said.
"When I
called thecompany,they
said that Iwasn't there and they

MadisonCourt.
Beginning this year, Madison
Court and a portion ofEast Spring couldn't get through. Also, a pizza
Street will becloseddown, and not delivery guy called us and askedif
only to through traffic, which used he had to walk up to the door,"
the street as a way to avoid the Plummer adds.
Two freshmen applauded the
stoplight on Madison and 12th.
Those whorelied on that area for move."Idon'thave a car, andIlike
—
free parking a characteristic al- being able to walk without having
ready lacking on the Seattle Uni- to worry about cars driving
—
versity campus have also been through," they commented.
shut down.
Scott Friedrick, a RA on fourth
university
planfloor Xavier, was concerned with
"The
has been
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what the University planned to do
with the area.
"We already have a basketball
hoop up, and there will beanother.
We had moved some picnic tables
over,but they mysteriously moved
back," Fenn responded.
"The plan is to build a new Fine
Arts center on the south parking lot
with an underground garage."
These plans fitright in withSU's
master plan to unify all campus
grounds. Among the plans are a
skybridge from the Murphy apartments to

the new Student Union

Building,as well as fournewtennis
courts to wipe out the local cop

—

hangout the Connolly Center
parking lot.

All in all, it may be a minor inconvenience for the timebeing,but
"
SU and its students shouldbenefit "No Parking postsnow close offthe SpringStreet entrance to campus,
from the closure of Madison Court displacingstudentswhousuallypark infront ofXavier Hall. Studentshave
mixedreactions to the new barricades.
and EastSpringStreet.
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Editorial

School Spirit?
Recent attempts by Seattle University to revive and reanimate school spirit in the form of Homecoming Week
have undoubtedly failed.
And for one simple reason: perhaps if studentsknew what
they were supposed to get excited about, they could.
Poor planning, and an abysmal choiceof "Homecoming"
Events have left many students and staff confused and
bewildered.
What exactly is Homecoming? What events are part ofthe
festivities? How can soccer come home? And how can you
have Homecoming without a dance complete with a king
and queen?
These are just some of the questions that have tormented
the SU Community.
How can students celebrate when they don't know what
they are celebrating?
Lackofcampus-wide communication stymied theschool's
attempt to achieve whatever purpose Homecoming was
meant to serve.

There were no "Official Communications" sent viaemail;
there were no flyers or banners.
Most students learned of the week through word-ofmouth,andthen wondered whetherit was nothingmore than

Hanging with the nuns

wish it could have been more.
When I got to my convent in

from her house with a foil covered
plate filled with food. As homesick
as I was, for an instant, I felt at
home.
Theconventin Venice was much
lighter on the conversational side,
but the room Ipaid under $30 for
was beautiful. An old-fashioned
wooden bedboard and vanity set
with a magnificent viewof the sea
showcased the spectacular red Venetian sunsets. The hotel Iwork at

Rome Iwas too preoccupied with
more disheveling issues-such as

charges an extra ten bucks for u
view not half us marvelous as (his

being 54 hours displaced from
sleep-to whine about staying in a

one

convent.

abroad class, and we stayed in a

a nasty rumor.

And when the rumor was finally confirmed,students were
again left with disappointment when the traditionalHomecoming Dance was cancelled.
They were left with nothing to look forward to except
"What's so weird about that?"
meeting people who they already knew at the "Meet the
One
yearago,Iwason thereceiving
SU,
Redhawks" bash. At a small school like
school sportsYievo worship is misplaced. It's not that student athletes do
not deserve respect; rather, student athletes need to be
appreciated as part of our community and not idealized

above it.
So how can the school better show its spirit? The answer:
better communication.
Don't expect students and staff to show up toevents they
know little about, let alone when they are occurring.
Jump start students' desire to get excited,by giving them
something to get excitedabout-aschool that can communicate with its students.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Alexis JudayMarshall,Amy Baranski and Jamila Johnson. SignedcomTHE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY those of The Spectator , Seattle University or its
mentaries REFLECT

STUDENT BODY.
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now

I'm

distributing it toeveryone whoraise

their eyebrow and drop their jaws
when they hear Iwas shacked up in
a handfulofconventsover the summer.
I mean, what is so weird about
that?
Okay,okay.Ican empathizewith
the wide variety of shock reactions
I've encountered since returning
from studyingabroadinEurope this
summer.
Iadmit Iwasn'texactlylooking
forward to staying in a convent.
That is of course,untilIactuallygot
to one.

Myfirst gradeteacher shaped my

preconception about nuns far prior
to my trip. She was very feeble and
petite, but equally as stern and petrifying.Iwouldn'tdare speak in her
class.

miverslty

keeping Watch since

end of that retort. And

1933
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Things like that stay with you in
your subconscious. And no matter
how trivial, it was still a nagging
presence in my mind.
My parents were the first people
to introduce me to the ideaof staying in convents overseas. I envisionedlivingwith dozens ofelderly
women just like my first grade
teacher.
Shamefully, Iadmit to cajoling
my mom into booking me at more
cheap hotels than convents-which
were even cheaper than the cheapest hotels.
As a Marriott employee, I
scrambledto findhotels at my treasured associate rate. But all Icould
digup wasa measlythree nights for
my six-week adventure. It looked
as if I
were in for one hojy summer.
After all the planning, I was set
up to stay in convents for almost

four weeksof my summer. Now, I

SANJOS
\JC
jfSpectatair Columnist

After a good night's
cided I'd take the sisters up on their

rest, I de-

Imet up with the rest of the study
convent in Florence. Same deal.

Nice rooms,kindpersonal presence
complimentary breakfast. It was a of the nuns, and very inexpensive.
meal of simplicity,but one of my
The last convent Istayed at was

favorites throughout the trip.
Itconsistedof a fresh baked hollow roll of bread with butter and
jam,andmy choiceofcafe,latte\ or
hot chocolate.
But more significantly wasa nun
who was as graceful and amicable
as my grandma. She struttedaround
the quaint cafeteria making chipper
conversation with guests whocould
speak her language.
She struggled to squeak a comprehensible sentence out of me in
Italiano. All she got was baby talk
and a blushingsmile.
Over the course of the week, and
as Ipicked up on more and more
Italian, Imanaged to tell her where
I was from, that I was traveling
alone and that I would be leaving
for Venice in the afternoon.
She looked even more excited
than Iwas to hear that Iwas studying abroad from America. On my
way out frommy last breakfast, she
wrapped upan extraroll in foil and
toldmetoeatit on thetrain-butalso
not to let any of the sisters catch me
with it
For somereason,my heart melted
intogoop. How sweet that this nun
whom Icouldbarely communicate
with wouldsmuggle a rollof bread
for me.
My preconceivednotionof nuns
had been obliterated in that moment. Iremembered how my
grandma always sends me home

The Spectator " October 11, 2001

inLourdes,France. Iwas invited to

dinner-the first time a convent offered thatparticular meal.The food
was incredible.
Fresh bread, crispy on the outside,softasapillowinside.Chicken
and vegetablesoupoozing withflavor and cooked to a fine texture.

Cooked potatoessmothered in butter and cloves of fresh garlic.

.

Andcrisp breadedfishthat. .well,
the fish wasn'tas impressive as the
rest of the stuff, but hey, at a convent? It was just as goodas some of
the "gourmet" restaurants here in
Seattle.
Staying in the convents,Iexperienced the hospitality of home, the
luxury of waterfront property, the
cuisine of a quality restaurant and
the security of God's bastion-is
there a safer place?
Theonly drawbacks werethelanguage barrier (most of the nuns
didn'tspeak English),an 11 o'clock
curfew and no TV. But the language thing is survivable, I was
tired enough by 10 p.m.and I'm a
college student-who has time for
TV?
If everIam fortunate enough to
go back to Europe, it's gonnabe all
about the convents-nothingless. It
does take a littlework to find them
looking through certain books or
Web sites.But it's definitely worth
the investigationbecause the experience you'll have... is heavenly.
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Hard up? Try these costume tricks
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cape, the tights and everything. I
have been recently inspired by a
children's novel, Captain Underpants andthe Wrath of the Wicked
Wedgie Woman. Ipurchased this
children's novel (fifth inanongoing
CaptainUnderpantsseries) atabook
fair to read to the kids I work with.
Iwas completely taken in.
The one thing Imiss about Halloween is dressing up for school. It
seems that as you grow olderand
become more mature you just can't
showup in your tights andcape for
work anymore. Sadly, Ifound out
that even the kids I work with cannot wear their costumes to school
due to the fact that not all of them
can afford to dress up or due to
conflicts withrejigious issues.These
are also some of the children who
laterend up on campus totingbags
from dorm to dorm in search of
Halloween goodies. Ithink that we
should therefore encourage the
dress-upspirit on campus. Make it
fun forthose kids running fromdoor

and pimps but these people only
come out at night. Iamencouraging
dressing upfor school,like the good
old days. When I was a senior in
high school I consulted with my
Dean of Students to make sure that
my costume would not get me de-

This year my dream has been inspired by my DC Comics cheeks
and my new love for Captain Underpants. Well, that andmy adolescent infatuation with Clark Kent
and Superman. Iplan to build my
outragous outfit around a pair of

tention. That morninggetting ready
for school was definitely more fun
little.
down theroad.
thanany otherday Icanremember.
Youmight want toargue that we're Ipulled my hairinto a tight bun and
Dressing up in general is fun. I
used to wearmymother'soldclothes all grown up now. This is college slipped on my pink tights. When I
and doodle on my face withlipstick isn't it? What kind of an excuse is stepped out of the bathroom in my
all ofthe time. Halfull fledged ballerina tutu, I was
loween gives everybeaming. That day Ipranced in the
hallways and was, hopefully, more
one (even boys..) the
graceful due to my new ballerina
chance to do the
Every year

dazzlingsparklytights, astellarcape
and a fantastic leotard Ihave yet to
find. You toocouldbe a superhero,
or you could gather your friends
together and become:Snow White
and the seven dwarves, Charlie's
Angels,CalvinandHobbes,a rodeo
posse,Kung Fu gangsters, 80s rock
stars, various rock groups, or anything involving gliiter and fairy

sockets andpeople made double and
triple takes "Oh my God! Ithought
you were NAKED!" IwasEve that
>v VILIJA^IMAITIS evening. Now Ihavethe prideof the
memory-that and Igot a free ticket
/Copy Editor
to WinterBallbecause "Adam" and
Iwon the costume contest. Tapping
into creativitylike that is something
it
a
up
dorms-jazz
to door in the
that will only help your own kids

same. Transform
yourself intoapirate,

hordes of
personality. Ihad secretly always
fairies, pixies, butterflies, wanted to be a ballerina and now,

aspacealien,aninja.
even for a day, I was one. The
Two years ago my
just girls with wings feeling of reviving a childhood
dreamis exhilaratingand I whole"special friend" and
campus
prance
heartedly
Idared to go bare to
around
encourage it.
A friend of mine has taken the
the Campion Hall
their way to the
Halloweenshindig. I
Halloweenfantasy toallnew levels.
had hunted down a
You may run into an Aquabat, a
night's festivities.
pair of men's nude
raptor perchance, or even the beballet tights and one
lovedMr.Peepers oncampus at any
of
leotard.
After
hours
that?
is
to
be
College
supposed
given
nude ladies
the
lime. This should be ideal
sewing-and later a retreat to the age of our blossomed creativity,of inspiration to let go of your inhibistapler-the leaves were finally at- toga parties, and definitely Hallow- tions and dress up. In past years I
tached. Steppinginto the hallway een costumes. Every yearhordesof have witnessed thecreativityof men
under the guise of nudity and fairies,pixies,butterflies,orjustgirls using nylons to create enormous
Birkcnstocks wehadbecomeAdam with wings prance around campus anatomical units, goth Siamese
and Eve. As we strolled intoCam- on their way to the night's festivi- twins, and even the dynamic duoof
pionLobby eyesbuggedoutoftheir ties. We have our shareof cowboys Super Kermit and Miss Piggy.

or

on

wings

Tap into your childish urges to
dress up. Watch cartoons, read

comic booksorcvenTheStranger's
Personals for innovativeideas. For
everyone claimingto be a poorcollege student, I've heard it before.
Raid your roommate's closet, let
their wardrobe inspire you. Walk
down to St. Vincent's and browse
through their costume racks. Use
this issue of The Spectator to make
a sailor hat or a hula skirt. Halloween is a time for kids todressupand
have fun...even if those kids are
inside seemingly adult bodies. You
have 20 days. When Halloween
rolls around Iwill be Hying across
campus in my cape and lights.

Understanding through politics leads to change
whelming loss and tragedy of the
situation and ask ourselves: what
can we do to change the future of
international politics? We must use
this time ofheightenedinternational
awareness to bring about change.
We must use it torevitalizeinternational idealism at a time when realism it has peaked. We must, as the
This is a unique time in world BritishPrimeMinister, TonyBlair,
history. Anew kindofinternational suggests,use this as an opportunity
awareness has been sparked in the to unite against not only terrorism,
minds of many otherwise uninter- but also "againstpovertyand injusested individuals. Can this newly tice." Blair has stated that, "fundapeakedinterest be directed towards mental [international] reforms
understandinginternational politics wouldbe the lasting tribute to the
and US foreign policy in a way that victimsof the terrorist atrocitiesof
education can become our medi- Sept. 11."
cine in this time of political infecOver the past few weeks we met
tion? How can the anger,confusion face to face with the monsters of
and emotion brought about by the terrorism and of retaliation. Alevents on Sept. 1 land by the US though these horrors lead to a proretaliation, which began on Oct. 7, liferationof fear, we must not turn
bediffused soas tobecomeproduc- our heads from the realities of this
tive? Can this timeof international conflict. We must confront it. We
crisis and violence be an opportu- must challenge our country and
nity for increased learning and un- ourselves by asking some basic
questions: what are the political
derstanding?
from
overWe must stepback
the
realitiesand inequalitiesthat act as

breedinggrounds forterroristactivity?Has the US had a majorhand in
creating the inequalities that exist
aroundtheworld?Dothe American
people want to be killing innocent
Afghan people,or arethe American
people simply afraid? Is fear for
American security driving us beyond necessary measuresin ourretaliatorycampaign against Afghanistan?
None of these questions can be
answeredin absoluteterms,because
they require individual interpretationand thought,but thesearequestions that willcontinue to haunt the
political leaders of today and of
tomorrow. As people, as Americans, and as studentsat Seattle University, we must challengeour own
understandingof international politics and try to educate ourselves so
that we can confront these issues
now and in the future.
The blow to American security
that occurred on Sept.11 can never
be forgotten and can never be overcome. It has changed us. Our perceptions of international issues will

continue to change. Sept.11 will
also change the course of U.S foreign policy. Anger and resentment
will not bring back those lost in
New York and Washington D.C.,
nor will cynicism and pessimism
help the Afghan people. We must
focus on the opportunities before
us. We must decide, as individuals
and as the younger generation of
Americans, if we will have a hand
inthe typeof change that ultimately
surfaces in American foreignpolicy
as a result of these times.
We must make it a priority to
preserve some semblance of hope
through this difficult timeand use it
as a tool, as a way to educate ourselves and others for the increasingly internationalist world of the
future. We must arm ourselves with
knowledge and understanding.It is
imperative to keep in mind that
power comes from knowledge,but
with that knowledgecomes aheightened responsibly to humanity. We
cannot allow ourselves to be swept

should act not as a trigger for anger
but rather for realization:the realizationthaipeople eanchangepolitics, bul people must demand that
change.People must stand up, not
onlyonstreetcorners carryingsigns,
but also within government.As U.S.
citizens we all have the right to
speak out against injustice and to
lobby our elected representatives
and Senators todo the same. We, as
citizens,also holdpolitical responsibilities
By educating one another and
ourselves, we will be doing this
country a great service: we will
becomeinstrumentsof change.The
opportunity before us cannot be
overlooked. In this timeofincreased
international awareness, we can
begin transforming the traditional
political apathyand indifference of
this country's youthinto awareness
and understanding.In time it is this
understanding that will lead to ac-

tive involvement in the political
will lead to change.
Gayatri Eassey is a member
gf the Society ofPolitics.

process. It

away by emotion. Any frustration
at the conduct of the government

Do you have something to say?
Say it here inprint. You get a star by your name, and we are
cheaper than therapy.

A Write for the Speculation page

/

Wednesdays @ Bpm
\ Attend weekly meetings in the Basement of the SUB

"
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Generation "Y" finally grows up

Iknow Irun therisk of sounding
cliche,but forlack of a better,more

—

fitting statement I'll just go ahead
and say it Sept. 11 changed everything. Now excuse me while I

demographic so they canpackage it
up and market it to us by the handful. We are bombarded by this
commercialism,but at thesametime
cannot escapeit.
Our woes are few. By compari>v Melissa Sweat
son,a generationhas neverhad life
/ Spectator Columnist
so cushy. We are the kings and
queens of convenience and we've
been floating on clouded palaces
wherethoughts ofNapster,Britney,
and Clinton's sex life dance in our
heads. Sure, we're not all that shaling about $275 billionannually, are low,
butonone hand it's excusable.
a strong groupin terms of our buyrecently, we haven't had reaUntil
ing power. Soon we will encomto think any differently about
son
pass a little under half of the entire
U.S.population. Weare alsoa very

1

I

FUTURE.

. .

privileged group, partaking in the
monetaryfruits left by theGulfWar
and the economic stability of the
Clinton years. We are a generation
that has grown up with computers
—
and theInternet it is a rarity for a
home to be without these technological utensils. And more importantly, weare connected because of

this technology. Information is
screamingabouthisgeneration, and readily at our fingertips and we
so, here's a little aboutmine.
embraceitwith all of"ourmedia and

Generation Y is madeupofmore cultural savvy.
than 70 million people born beBecause of this, we are a much
1996,
date,
targetedgroup.
tween 1980 and
and to
Themusic, apparel,
largest
and
are the
televisionindustries spendmilgroup of teenagers
since thebaby boomers. We.spend-

made bluntly aware of what we and the striking realization brought
to the front of our minds that our
freedom, safety,and democracyare
more fragile than we'veeverimagined, it is hard to have hope. Call
me patriotic, sappy, or optimistic,
but Ihave hope in my generation.
Already, we are a changed generation moving in a different way.
We are looking for something
deeper in our everyday lives as we
look ahead towards our uncertain
future. Runningback to themalls to
shop and spend or worrying about
To the Editor:
what clothes we'll suit ourselvesin
Onbehalf of the students and faculty in theFaithand
the morningall seemsa little frivotheGreatIdeasProgram,I
wish to thank CherylFarrish
lous now.
and Ku'uwehi Hiraishi for their extensiveand descripWhile merchandising falters, the
tive feature story in the last issue of The Spectator.
dating
industry soars. We want to
are,
perhaps, worth
Two matters aboutthe program
out
to each other instead of
reach
Program
clarifying. TheF&GI
is an option within SU
into
our
wallets.
Even here, on
Curriculum,
not theCollegeofArts and Sciences.
Core
there
area
slew
oflectures,
campus,
college
The
sponsorstheF&GI ARC (AcademicResitalks,
groups,
discussion
interfaith
in
ARC
Community).
Secondly,
dential
enrollment the
and gatheringsbeing held to bring
is limited 26, abouthalf thenumber ofstudents in the
us together in light of the tragedy.
program. However,allF&GIstudentsmay participate
And the push and enthusiasm for
in the ARC's academicand social activities,whichare
thishasbeen immense. Itall shows
moderated by Professors Mary-Antoinette Smith and
Generation Y is growing up.
Dan Doyle,both of whom are assisted by the ARC's
have. Notonly do wehaveall these
creature comforts that our generation has been so greatly blessed
with, but we have things that are
beyondhuman tangibility. Wehave

Letters to the Editor

We are looking for something
deeper in our everydaylives. as we
look ahead towards our uncertain
go hide my head in literary shame.
But it's true, everything has
changed. Or maybe that's simply
my hope.
What Tin talking about is the
hope for my generation. As Itype
those last two words,that wretched
Limp Bizkit songby the samename
invades my head (which is, ironicatty, muchthe point) Mr Durstis

our freedom, our safety, and our
democracy. These are things we've
hadsincethebeginningof ouryoung
all. As the World Trade Center nation,yet they are things unheard
came tumbling down, the media of inmany nations. A vast majority
immediately coined itas being sym- of us still gountouched by the tragic
bolic of the blow to our nation's events, but our reality has been
economy and way of life. Genera- shaken.
tion Y took a similar blow.
With the death toll at 6,000, our
For the first time, we have been nation in the midst of this "war,"
just how good wehave it
Sept. 11 changed all that, but at
the same time changed nothing at

I

Now that we've realized our

resident advisor, JuliaJackson.

|

i

place, the next step is to embrace

Sincerely yours,

Andrew Tadie
Director Faith and GreatIdeas Program

f*-^

ourpower. Ihaveallthe faithin my
generation that in the years tocome
we will make considerable efforts
to promote a way of life in this
world that we have until only recentlyrealized we've had all along.

lions of dollars to clue into our

Forming America's opinions
A

>v mechk^hardeman
f Spectator Columnist

Since the school year started, I
have found various ways to avoid
the public meetings addressing the
Sept. 11 tragedy. Ido not lack sympathy for these thathavesuffered.I
was simply turned off by the mob
mentalityIhad witnessed at previous occasions in the Seattle area,
and the country at large, prior to
school starting.
As the nation waves the (lag and
proclaims "United We Stand," we
seem tohave forgottenanothercore
American belief: "United We
Stand"as individuals. Anyone who
has shown the least bit of bipartisanship about President Bush's
plans for this country's future has
been harshly criticized and sanctioned.
The most well known case of
such sanctioning was the controversy surrounding Bill Maher and

his show Politically Incorrect. He
made a commentabout the terrorist
attack not beingcowardlysince the
terrorist themselves were willingto
sacrifice their lives (and those of
many innocent people) for what they
believed.

Bill Maher was

not condoning

message is clear that "United We services,it was the allure that Iwas
Stand" means UnitedBehindBush. going to hear from people about
What about the recession? What their take, and opinions,on the terabout all of the people who were rorist attack.
This was not a plea for money,
fired from their jobs with the airlines-where are they going to go? vengeance, tears or blood. The
What about thosebillionsof dollars broadrangeofperspectivesoffered
given to counter terrorism opera- varied from introspective to sociotions? Or abouttheblatant cases of logical.Iwas relievedtohear a few
racial profiling going on towards speakers bring up Bush's use of
language,religion andpatriotism to
Arab Americans?
Ido not expect to be told every pull the American public into a war

Friends and family

think that Ilack

PATRIOTISM BECAUSE I
COME OFF AS BIT

theattack; he was merelystating an
MORE CRITICAL THAN MOST WOULD
opinion.Thepublicreaction to this
time,
wassosevere thatforfirst
Bill
PREFER DURING THIS TIME.
Maher had to make a public apology for somethingthat he had said
on his show.
little detail about the actions taken whoseconsequencesand ramificaOf coursePoliticallyIncorrectis against terrorism, but I'm not the tions we do not fully comprehend
not the onlyexampleof thepublic's
type of person to put blind faith yet.The opinions expressed were
determinationfor mass conformity. behind something Iknow so little rational and mature without appearIt has been stated time and time about. However, apparently there ing uncaring towards the tragedy.
My only complaint would be that
again on the television and radio are plenty of people who are.
This is why Idecided to attend the students and other attendees
that now is the time to beunited.By
the refusal to endorse an open de- the gatheringin the Pigott Audito- didn't reallyget a chance to speak.
I realize that not everyone will
bate about the issues raised by rium last Monday. Despite all my
Bush's "War On Terrorism," the reservations about attending such feel or think the same way I do.
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Everyone comes from a different

place and state of mind then where
I'm coming from. That is what
Americameans to me. Wedon't all
have to look alike or think alike to
cohabitate in the crowded cities,
small towns and little neighborhoods thatcollectivelymake upthis
country.

We all have our own personalities thatpartiallymake upouropinions. We should all be capable to
expressthose opinions anyway we
see fit, as long as it pertains to the
law. Last timeIchecked there was
nothing in thelaw against disagreeing with some things your government does.

Friends and family think that I
lack patriotism because Icome off
asbit morecritical than most would

prefer during this time.On thecontrary,1 think that I'mbeingmore of
an American by voicing my opinion instead of mindlesslynodding
my head to whatever or whoever is
in a positionof power.
Of course now that Ihave said
that I must also say that if your
personalityis thatof someone who
needsothers toform their opinions
for them, then it is your right as an

American

to do just

that.
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Seattle is not what the media portrays
\v MARIAP^EGORIO
jSpectatdr Columnist

Moving to Seattle, I thought I
set of Rent. I
thought I wouldbe livingin a city-

would be on the

scale Greenwich Village, the Soho
of the Pacific Northwest. Black-

cladbohemians wouldbeall around,

all. Ihave nothingagainst collared
shirts, oxford shoes and sweater
vests, but the sheer number was
overwhelming. Ihad not stepped
ontotheset ofRent.InsteadIstepped
into an Abererombie & Fitch ad.
(For therecord,Idoownonepairof
khaki pants and Ilove cardigans.)
I soon found out that the bohemian types werepushed out of their
lofts by techno-bratswhosomehow
convinced people togive them millionsofdollars tocreate nothing on
the Internet. Their lofts are filled
with minimalistIkea furniture and
Urban Outfitters has supplied their
wardrobes. The artsy types have

engaged in heady discourse over
the existentialist problem of modern man. There would be artsy
types whose art would be fueled by
lattes. They wouldlive in paintstrewn lofts anddo performanceart
in their living rooms. I would be
watchingit all.
This was not to be. One of the
first thingsInoticed when Istepped
on campus was the khaki, the incredible amount of khaki worn by not

completely

disappeared.

They're still in thenooks and cranIthink not. Labels aside Seattlenies of the city. I'll talk about my ites are more approachable than
favoritenook in a moment.
other city folk. Bus drivers are
I
preconceived
willing to give you directions.
Another
notion
was
are friendly tostrangers here.
people
People
hadof the
ofSeattle
that
Seattleites werenice people. How- While Seattleites may not be the
ever, Iwas appalledby something I nicest people around, they are cerread in thenewspaperoverthesum- tainlypolite.
I realize there is an incredible
mer. Iread that a woman jumped
off a bridge inSeattle whilemotor- flaw in my asking if Seattle has
ists chanted "Jump!Jump!" Motor- gone rotten, namely because Iam
ists taunted an obviously emotion- not fromSeattle. That is true. Does
ally distraught woman to kill her- that invalidate myopinion? Itwould
self because she had snagged traf- to many people.
fic. Certainly not something IexI ask you-the local who knows
pected from the people of Seattle. that the letter "s" does not follow
Maybe all these preconceived the wordPike and whoknows what
notions were wrong. Maybe these the Ban Roll-On Building is-has
notions are nothingbut the media's Seattle always been this way? Or
way of contriving another label for perhaps more importantly, do you
Seattle since the demiseof grunge. like whatSeattlehasbecome? From
But does that mean that Seattleites my understanding of what I have
are not civil people? Should these readabout Seattle, before this city
notions imply that Seattle has no became a media hacky sack, this
love for art and creativity unless place wasa thriving community of
you canhave a huge IPO forit? Are interesting, artsy hills. Now it has
we just like every other city?
turned into an upscale shopping

by Baron Vaughn Culp and Shawna Joy Behling
problemslately,
probably
Libra(September23-October 22) Since you've been havingcontrol
not thebest timeto start that professionalwrestling
it's
mean,
tights.
:arcer. Work with it one day at a time for a whilebefore you dive in to those
I
come on
Rome wasn'tbuilt in a day.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21) This week, open a nightclub on Capitol Hill and get a liquorlicense. Call yourestablishment "The Tool Box,"
:>r maybe "The Manhole." Believe us, this will make you a very rich, rich Scorpio.
Sagittarius(November 22-December 21) Nobody loves you.Go eat worms.
Capricorn (December 22-January 19) Wear all your clothes backward today. And call yourself "themack daddy." Believe us... your friends will
ove you.
Aquarius (January 20-February 18) Iknow what you'rethinkingbut don't worry.FatherReichmann gets into everyone'shead. You are not alone.
Pisces (February 19-March 20) Push your mother down the stairs
we know you've always wanted to.
\ries (March 21-April 19) Sorry to be the one to tellyou, Aries, but you smell worse than a two-week-old TacoDel Mar beef burrito, extra onions.
'or thelove of God, buy some soap. Take a shower. Go mooch some laundry detergent and stealenoughquarters from your roommateto wash your

HOROSCOPE S

...

...

"lotlies. Enough is enough.
Taurus(April 20-May 20) Don't wear any underwearfor the next seven days and good things will happen.
Gemini (May 21-June 20) There's a reason that you've beenfeeling so nasty lately,Gemini. You've developedan allergy to tomatoes and squirrel
lander. Stay at least five and a half feet away fromketchup bottles and trees.
Cancer (June 21-July 22) Censored!
Leo(July 23-August 22) Go make some salsa. Here's the recipe:2 cups canned tomatoes,1 onion, 2 serranochilies,1 pinch sugar,some salt, some

Simmer for an hour. Put it in the refrigerator.
Virgo (August 23-Scptember 22) Yourunnatural fearof staplers is indeed unnatural. Go see a therapist.
free Psqchic Readings! email windshieldbugticher@gahoo.com

:ilantro,1 cup frozen corn:Cut all this up.

center/suburb. Sure, it is great to
have the Holy Trinity of Khaki
nearby (the Gap, Old Navy, and
BananaRepublic),but at whatcost?
I am not saying that Seattle is
completelybad.Seattlehas its pockets that remind me of why Icame
here in the first place. The little
pocketIlove in particular is Broadway.It is the place where Ican mix

and mingle with the lint of the city
so-to- speak. But my treasure is
being threatened by the over-development that seems to plague all
reallycool places. Ireadin an issue
of The Stranger that because the
homeless have been pushed out of

the downtown shoppingcore due to
all the upscale development there,
they havemoved to Broadway. As
a result, things like aggressive panhandling haveforced some storesto
close shop. This is not good for the
vitality of this little strip. In my
worst dreams Broadway may become empty. A place where one
might pass by and think, "I used to
like that place. Atone timeit wasa
cool place to hang out, eat, and
shop." A phrase one might use to
explain Seattle.
This is a great city in so many
ways. Where else can one find a
woman dressed as Nefertitti doing
performance art in front of a shoppingcenter? Where else can it drag
queen be in charge ofa Red Cross
Donation station? Where can you
read funny witticisms written in
chalk on ihe walerVront, my favorite being"Will programlor food"?
Where else can one have such a
great juxtaposition ofthe weird, the
average, the strange, the benign,
and the amusing all within walking
distance? Nowhere elseI'vebeen.
This is Seattle'scharm.

Pop-culture is destroying true beauty
— kxettpL

■s-

)Spcctmor

Dreveno

Columnist

Our society attects us everyday.
It canoccur in a simpleway,such as
bringing to our attention the new
movie that is premiering. Or it can
affect us moredeeply.It can tell us
wearen't good enoughbecause we
do not look a certain way.The
latter messageismuch moreprofound, but it can often go unnoticed until a person reaches a
point where they dislike everything about who they are. Billboardsportray anideal image of
people as skinny, beautiful, and
sexy. The advertising industry
playsonour vulnerabilities about
our bodies. They do so by showcasing clothingor products with
a seeminglyperfect person.
Everywhere you look, there
arc images of womanand man at
the peak of what our society
deems as 'beautiful'. More often
then not the womanhas visibleribs;
hipbones that jut out, and an emaciatedlook on their faces.The manis

portrayed as a sculpture chiseled
out of granite, with rock-hard abs

and broad shoulders. A company
rarely uses a person with a little

see a woman wearing a bra and
underwearand a pair of wings, sitting in a provocativeway.That certainly doesn't make me want to run
out and buy a bra.Instead it causes
me to doubt my body.
I find it absurd that we live in a
world that supposedly prides itself
on 'individuality' and 'uniqueness'
but then turns around and produces
what is commonly known as popular culture-popular culture being
something that heavily relies on
uniformity and a certain set of standards. I don't pretend to assume
self-hatred
thatone daypeople willbeaccepted
On
occasion
this
products
absurd amounts of money
leads to death.A good friend of for exactly who they are and not
mine lost a cousin to anorexia. what the worldthinks they should
that promise to make them beautiful,
Hercousin was 18-years-oldand be.Iwould,however, like to imagway. slap
skinny
she had a heart attack. How can ine that one day people won't feel
better in
we sitback and watch things like soashamed of whothey arebecause
pretty face
box, add so-called
this happen? Something needs they don't look like Brad Pitt or
to bedone.Peopleneed to live in Julia Roberts. It should not be up to
'guarantee' and people will flock in
a worldwhereit is okay to beany the movie industry, or any other
size, where it is okay to not be industry for that matter, to decide
hoards to buy it.
rail thin.The same goes for the for us what is beautiful and what
people who are naturally thin; isn't. It'sa personal choice.Beauty
nerdy or dress in an unusual way. ucts thatpromise tomake thembeau- they should not have to feel bad is different for everyone. There
Yet the overlooked person gets a tiful, skinny or better in some way. about their bodies either. All sizes should be no standards to follow.
People view beauty as a carbon
makeover and suddenly they be- Slapa pretty face ona box,add aso- should be accepted.
copy of a pop culture idea,and that
reading
magazines
hot
I
am
commodity.
people
'guarantee'
a
A
called
and
will
tired
of
sequence
come
and seeing ads where women are is sad. If we continue to see it like
set to music where someone does flock inhoards to buy it.
Ihave friends who starve them- scantily clad and portrayed in ob- that, the true meaningofbeauty will
another person's hair,makeup, and
plays dress-up does not yield the selves,or throw up everything they jectifying scenes. I don't need to die.
same results in real life. Movies eat because pop culture tells them
capitalize on looks as a way of ex- they aren't worthy unless they are
pressing love. A man will compli- perfect looking.Somewhere along
newfangled weight loss product. ment a woman by telling her she is the way, with the movies, magaOpen a magazine,closely watch a beautiful or has gorgeous eyes. It zines, TV shows, CDs, and stanmovie or TV show and you can't isn't often a man will tell a woman dards of oursociety,womenstarted
help but be inundated with images that he enjoys her intelligence or to believe that in order to be ackindness.
cepted theyhad to be skinny.Popuof 'perfect people.'
Every yearmen and womenspend lar culture causedthem tohate their
In countless movies a guy or girl
isoverlooked because they arequiet. absurd amounts of money on prod- bodies because they weren't ideal.
It's an atrocity that the world
continues to push forthsuch images,especially when it is quite
evident that we are damaging
spend
Every year
and
the self-esteem of millions.
meat on their bones to

sell their

product. That is the case unless of
course they are trying to sell some

men

woman
on

a

some

or

on a

a

"
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Professor Bond carrying on
the tradition of diversity
tions for the position.
His speech, "Should America
reject
embrace
or

AMITY EGGE
Staff Reporter

theMeltingPotand theTossedSalad
metaphors.
According to Prof. Bond, Melting Pot multiculturalism aims to
unite Americans, whilethe Tossed

multiculturalism?" captivated the
audience.
friends filled Wycoff Auditorium
Manypeopleagreedthat the sub- Salad multiculturalism celebrates
Tuesday to witness the appointment ject fit ourcurrent situation.
our differences, and strives to proof James Bond as University Proaddressing
important
"He is
an
tect and preserve them.
fessor.
probleminoursociety,multicultural
Bond believes that the division
University Professor is a tradi- diversity,"
Dr.Patricia Bauch, who and separationbetweendifferent rational honor at SU, which invites a holds the WilliamAllen Chair and cial and ethnic groups in America
professor to teach across different is a professor for the School of originated
from the Tossed Salad
fields in interdisciplinaryclasses. Education said.
multiculturalism.
"He loves students, says unexOur government enforces this
The subject of multiculturalism
pected things, and galvanizes the is especially relevanttocampus life, separation through public benefit
University in ways that make us and what SU faculty members are programslike Affirmative
Action.
think. .this ishis inauguralspeech," trying to accomplish.
According to Bond, Affirmative
said FatherStephenSundborg,S.J.,
Bond began his speech by em- Action has done little for low-inwho introduced Bond.
phasizing America'suniquenessin come minoritywomen, andhas benThe formerDean oftheSchoolof its
foundation of diversity.
efited middle class white women
Law, Bond rose with modesty and
He continued with an analysisof most.
humility,denyingproperqualifica- twocompetingmulticulturalviews,
Bondbased his speechupon emStudents, faculty, alumni,

and

.

A

Wdnna uhr a Pulitzer Prize?

bracing

Melting

world.

Heclaimed that althoughourdifferences have seemedto divideus,
as a nation we have expandedand
grownout ofaunique foundation to
survive world wars, the Great De- melting pot to me negates the nopression, cold wars, and cultural tion that we have oppressedpeople
wars such as race riots, political withpooreducation,like inthestates
assassinations,andterrorist attacks. of Mississippi,Louisiana, and AlaThe answer lies inourselves not
in others.
See Honored on page 8
"It lies in the american creed,
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Have you peeked lately?

the Gettysburg Address."
Many students and faculty reacted with unease to Bond's view
on reducing benefits to minorities.
Junior NoelRamirez calledProf.
Bond's speech very radical.
'The speechwas food forthought.
The topic of multiculturalism is
complicated and there is not one
solution," Ramirez explained.
Bauch added, "The idea of a diverse society that can become a

asserting that fromthe veryfoundationof America, from the firstcolonies and Plymouth Rock come the
inspiration and dream of a better

Become a writer, photographer or layout
artist for The Spectator.
Come down to our weekly meetings
Wednesday nights at 8 p.m. in the lower

Hope to see you there!

given concrete expression in the
Declaration of Independence, the
Constitution and BillofRights, and

Pot

multiculturalism,whichrelies upon
a united citizenship while still celebrating what makes each of us
unique.
He used history as his linchpin,
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Rainbow Pride!

Friday
18/12

Fighting Back

Today is your day.
The seventh annual
You will find a large Love of Violence ConUupofsupportersgath- ferencewillbeginat6:ls
Eredtohappilycheeryou p.m.andrununtil 10p.m.
on as we celebrate Na- in Campion Hall.
tional Coming OutDay.
The conference will
Even if you do not run until Sunday and
have a closet to leap out present nine speakers
of, come on down to and several discussions.
show your support for The panel is meant to
yourfriends because you teach about domestic
Lst never know who violence
mayhave a secret to tell
The event is $20 for
you.
students, althoughscholarshipsare available,and
Drama Queen
free for students participatingforaclassrequireJohn Pracaccino will mem.
For more information
perform a dramatic
monologue entitled please call the Public
"Wallace Shawn's The Relations Office at
Fever"from7:3op.m.to x6.35.
9:30 p.m. in Wyckoff
"
Auditorium.

7

Y Saturday X Sunday Y Monday X Tuesday Y Wednesday
\. 18/13 J> 18/14 k, 18/15 jf 18/16 V, 18/17
Video killed the
bad, anti-human
rights stars

.I

,

Tonight willbethelast
"lght
Amnesty
,,.

L

International s annual
Seattle Human Rights
FilmFeStival at the Frye
Art Musuem and the
M"seum of History and
I
**', , ,beZ?
The film festival u

gms on Wednesday and
snows fi|ms about topICS such as the pnson
system' rac sm

' '"
.America, and other
themesregardinghuman
'he Un'ted
r ts
lg^

in

.
States and the world.
For moreinformation
and showt.mes please
www

Lnestyusl oJ

shrff'

Lucky you

Make a Big
Difference

Sleptm yesterday for
Everyone complains, the 11:00a.m. mass and
but how manypeople try then forgot the9:00p.m.
and changesomething? service as well?
For those who can't
Write a letter to anyone today-professor, quiteget it togetherover
the weekend, theChapel
senator, mom, friendand attempt to come to of St. Ignatius offers a
an agreement on some- liturgyeveryday at 12:05
thing that does not seem P-m.
right
BusPass Anyone?
(Disclaimer:Thisis an
ideal exercise that does
not always have ideal
Find any way you can
to get down to Capital
results.)
Theater in Oylmpia for
Mass
the Oylmpia Film festival.
The festival will be
wuh outers in
n the
community at the J LOO
e in the
tne making.
Basely,if you have
m
no
homework and you
servicefornocturnal stufeel like improving your$ents
-self, make your way
down there.

p^w'thoiers

praise

e^

nj^j^j,
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Got your college
education?
Go to a Brothel!

"

j

SEAC you there!
Sign yourself up for
an evening of fun, en'ertamment and informationbyßSVPingfor
theSEACOpenHouse.
Theeveningwillkick
off at 6:00 p.m. in the
"PP^ Bunk of the Stu"
dent Union Building
and last until8:00 p.m.
y> "S a SCh O
mght)
Ca x6o47 toreserve

,

AlexaAlbert, Harvard
doctor spen
seVen months inside a
NeVadabrothel andlived
t0 ten the tale
<
Mhen sse|f-commitmentcameoutofanaca.
demic interest in prostitution and its Public
healthramifications.
"However disturbing
"
the idea of commercial a seat
_
,
sex may be to some of
Calendar Ideas?o
us,it's naive to believe
that prostitution canever
Anyday of the week
be eliminated...." says
s
a good da> t0 let us
Albert inBrvheL
know
what's going on.
She willbepresenting
E-mail
story ideas and
her book
UW's
calendar
items to
Cunnginham Hall,
newstips@seattleu.edu.
Women's CenterGa.lery
at. 3:30 p.m.
Please call (206) 6851090 for more information.
trajned

.
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Global hot topic recieves local cold shoulder
j.c. Santos

against al-Queda terrorist training
camps and Taliban military establishments, which continued for the
Should Americabe at war?
No matter how much the resem- next three days.
blance, this is not a yes orno quesIguess I'm mixed,"one student
tion-at least for several students said, "If we don't do something,
they're going to keep hurting us.
and faculty around campus.
Should America be at war?
But if we keep bombing them... I
The range of response to this don't believein an eye for an eye."
question is a chaotic cloud of cer"People want an alternative, but
tainty and uncertainty,calmnessand they justdon'tknow whatthataltermildhostility, but most of all, am- nativewill be," juniorTerryCarroll
bivalence.
said.
Dr. Jim Hogan,Chair of the PoMany students justdidn't want to
litical Science Department,saidit's talk about it, mostly because they
a feelingof"shock, andinnernumb- didn't know what to say or because
ness."
of the backlashthat can easily ac"V vebeen trying tolearn as much company any comment on such a
as Ican aboutthecausal factors,and sensitive topic.
reasons that we have taken the
Somehave thought about ita lot,
have,"
said
counter action that we
and arecontinuingto think about it.
Hogan.
Others, who said they have been
Dr.
Four days ago,the US launched mentallydrained from watching too
the first air strikes in Afghanistan much news, said that they haven't

Staff Reporter

thought about it much.

the damage (in Afghanistan)."

America is at war. Should
America be at war?
"I'm pretty shocked that some-

Still no yes or no answers. But
according to Philosophy instructor
Chris Fox,that's no surprise.
"We can't get our bearings," he
said.
"All the things we thought we
knew about ourcountry politically,
socially and culturally are gone.
We're in kind of an impossible
situation...We have to do somethingbecause 6,000people aredead

"We are in an
impossible

situation."
philosphy

instructor, chris
FOX
thing happened so soon," junior
Hayley Ruhnka said. "One thing
that's interesting is that the media
showed the planes going into the
(World Trade Center) again and
again,but we don't see as muchof

realize what a valuable resource
theCounselingCenter is, the usage
hasincreased whilethestaffing has

help a broaderbaseof students and
come closer toits goalof helpingto
"maintain the wellness and general
health of the whole community."
Another reason for imposing the
insured.
limit was that it would free up the
Last year there was a waitinglist CounselingCenter psychologists to
to get in to see a counselor. The design preventative programs for
problem may have been that a few problems such as stress and eating
students weremonopolizing the few disorders before they escalate into
counselors while many others may needing very serious help.
nothave gottenthehelptheyneeded.
The Counseling Center is well
"There was no way to know aware that 12 sessions a year may
whether theones getting theservice not be enough for some students
were the ones that needed it the that would like to meet on a more

not.

most," Hawkinscommented.

Not only is the Counseling Center a valuableresource,but it's free.

In limiting the amount of visits
per year, the Center will beable to

Staff Reporter
In an unprecedented move, the
Counseling Centerhaslimited student visits to 12 per year.

Susan Hawkins, the director of
the Center, helpedexplain what at
first seemed a cruel and wanton
decision

She said that as many Seattle
University students have come to

Is anyone aware of how much
counseling costs out there? Especially without insurance.
Hawkins informed me thatabout
13 percent of SU students aren't

See Conseling Center on
page 8

.

However,olherslVunWditterervtVy

We sent all these supplies after
webombedthem as if...it willmake
it all better," said Ruhnka.
The topic of war carries many
implications. It is complex, with
many logical arguments for and
against it.
The general vibe on campus is
that while many remain ambivalent, they wouldlike to see a more
at the World Trade Center, but all peaceful diplomatic way ofsettling
the things we have to do would just this, onlynobody seems to know
fuel more conflict. We are in an what that way is.
impossible situation."
"Knowing the culture of SU, it's
TheU.S.dropping food supplies not surprising... when you think
to Afghan civilians has been both aboutthe valuesofthe institution,"
lauded and criticized by students said Susan Hawkins, Director of
and faculty.
StudentHealth and Counseling.
"I think it's really good that we
But still, she thinks. "There is a
offered some aid, some compensaSee America at war on page
tion for those who had to find refuge from the attacks," one student
8

Counseling Center cuts
hours to improve program
LAURA STANLEY

said.
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"JET" TO JAPAN FOR A YEAR!

JOIN THE JAPAN EXCHANGE & TEACHING PROGRAM

RECRUITERSON CAMPUS: WEDNESDAY, 10/17/01
Information Table: Piggott Hall Atrium, 9-11 am & SUB Ist Floor
llam-3pm. Info Session: SUB 205, 2-3 pm
APPLYNOW! -POSITIONS BEGIN JULY 2002-

—
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|V^^^^
mm
Positions:
yy-irj-r
J**I
Assistant Language Teacher,
jt/ M.
Coordinator for International Relations
One YearMinimumCommitment:
July 2002

- July 2003

I

Remuneration/Benefits:

3,600,000 yen (approximately), Airfare (from pre-designated
cities), Housing assistance, Return Airfare (upon successful
completion of contract)

-

All applicants must obtain a BA/BS degree by 6/30/2002
Application SubmissionDeadline: December 5, 2001

FOR MORE INFORMATION & APPLICATION CONTACT:
Consulate-Generalof Japan JET Program Office
601 Union Street, Suite 500, Seattle WA 98101
Phone: 206-682-9107 ext. 136 email: jet@cgjapansea org
www.cgjapansea.org or www.embjapan.org

-
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SU bookstore installs
metal detectors
J.C. Santos
Staff Reporter

It' there's a loud beeping noise

when someone walks out of the
It's just the new metal detectors
SeattleUniversitybookstore,don't picking up on some stray magnebe alarmed.
tism.
Unless, of course, you're steal-

ing.
Theft in the bookstorehas been a
constant hassle over the years, but

fairly undetectable.
With new metal detectors providing the x-ray vision that store
clerks don't have, SU Bookstore
ManagerBob Spenceranticipatesa
much lowerrate of theft.
"My experience with this specific system has been that it is extremely effective," Spencer said.
He estimatesthat in thepast, three
to four percent oftotalsales arelost
because of theft.
So far, there have been no reported incidentsof theft inthebookstore this school year.
In the past, bookstore management wouldonlyrely on the watchful eyes of their staff, and the bag
drop at theentrance wherestudents
arerequiredto leaveany large bags
before entering the bookstore.
However, whilestaffis trained to
maintain a high presence on the
floor, they're unable to catch each
theft in the act.
An occasional security guard is
on duty,but onlyduring the preand
end of quarter rushes.
Consequently, Spencer said the
bookstorecan' t always askstudents
toleavetheirpurses at the bagdrop.

America at war:
where do we stand?
From page seven
strong sense that something needs to be done."

Hawkins said that commonly after something like Sunday's attacks,
there is a lag timewhere peopleneed tolet the surroundingevents sink in.
Perhaps today, studentsand faculty willcome up with an answer-orat
least some mini solutions to a major issue.
"Should America be at War?" is the title of College Society's first
forum of a news series. It is scheduled this afternoon,between 3:30 and
4:30 in Piggolt Auditorium.The event willfocus on the political,moral
and ethical aspects of the War on Terrorism.

Honored: addressing
society's diversity
From vagesix
bama."

Bond stressed the importance of debate, especially on campus. He
then invited people to respond, and everybody gathered for food and
refreshments.
Bond graduated from Wabash College,HarvardSchool ofLaw,and
received a SJD degree from the Universityof Virginia
Hehas taughtat the Judge AdvocateGeneral School at the University
of Virginia, Washington and Lee in Lexington Virginia, and Wake
Forest in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. In 1986 he transferred to
University of Puget Sound.
In 1993, he becameDeanof theSchool of Law, whichmovedfrom

UPS to SU in 1994.
He stepped down as Dean of the School of Law in 1999, and took a
year sabbatical in Indianapolis, Indiana through the Liberty Fund.
Described by Fr. Sundborg "as a wonderful person to have in
conversation, whodelightsinideas and debate."Bond teaches Criminal
Law and Consitutional Law.
As University Professor, Bond plans to teach three interdisciplinary
courses, "TheGreat Text of American Liberty," "Great Debates that
HaveShaped AmericanHistory," and"The History ofConservatismvs.
Liberalismin America."

Counseling Center: new
hours for a new year

New metal detectors stand in place at the entrance to the SU
Bookstorein the UniversitySenices Building.

From page seven

1WT

-

regular basis.They are happy to findreferralsfor studentsand work with
insurance companies or financial aide.
Hawkins said that so far there have been no complaints about the new
policy limiting visits. In the past the average numberof sessions that a
student utilizingthe Center wouldattend was between four and five.
Hawkins mentioned how typically there are subcultures within the
student body that tend to shy away from counseling, such as law and
engineeringstudents and foreign students whose own cultures are not as
comfortable with theidea.She finds there no need to be embarrassed;this
is Seattle and not the 1950'5. Discussing issues that are interfering with

1

educational and personal success is proactive and does not meanone is
some kind of loser/lunatic, Hawkins explained.
Test anxiety, homesickness, problems with self-esteemand sexuality
concernsaresomeof theissues theCounselingCenter focuses on. A fourth
year psychiatric student fromUW is also availableperiodically to determineif astudent mightbenefitfromanti-depressants or other medications,
and if so can prescribe the appropriate drug and dosage. The center is
locatedin the McGoldrick Building,(next to Bellermine)and the number
is (206) 296-6090. There is a walk-in hour at 11 a.m., Monday through

learn how to be a nurse,
by being

a[ nurse]

Friday.

o

Here's your chance to do what other students only read
about. To get one-on-one training and have a shot at a
scholarship worth thousands. It's all part of the Army
ROTC Nursing program. Talk to an Army ROTCadvisor today.
Because it's time you put your passion into practice.

ARMY ROTC
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A.A. Lemieux Library

Make us
your new

IfW
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Unlike any other college course you can take.

ScholarshipOpportunities Available!
Call 296-6430 for information.
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Leon Eggerling debuts at Kinsey Gallery
Aesthetics and history combine in 'Travels ofBoris and Billie
Sean marushia
Staff Reporter

Travels ofBoris andBillie Krenov and the sense of
showcase on the photographs ofhis wonder at such

Can new art have historical relevance? Can an artistreachback in
time, pullsomething outof thepast,
and make it beautiful again?
Leon Eggerling'sshowing at the
Seattle University Kinsey Gallery,
The Travels of Boris and Billie
Krenov does just that.
All ofthe pieces on display were
drawn from photographs taken by
theKrenovsbetween1913and 1946,
rendered intobeautiful pen and ink
works that seem to take a step beyond the photography while depicting the same thing.
Beforelookingatanything within
the gallery,everyone should read
the history behind Boris and Billie
Krenov. Readers, at this point,

Bothlived throughall ofthe most
tumultuous times of the 20th century, and whilethe gallery does not
focus specifically on them, their
story connects in the pictures.

friends.

should not feel ignorant; Boris and

The ghostly beauty of the artwork intrigues viewers, who instantly want to inspect everydrawing for what seems to be fine details
The art is indeed detailed, but
close scrutiny is frustrating.
Eggerling's methodof pen and ink
relies on tiny dots for everythingin
the picture except for a very few
well-placedlines, whichmakes his
pictures look like (for lack ofbetter
wording)a bunch of tiny dots from
too close.
However, when the

viewer real-

9

beauty kicks in at
aboutthe same time.
In fact, the farther
one moves back
from the drawing,
the more textured
and detailed it
seems
Reflections inun-

dulating

water,

the

foldsandwrinklesin
ajacket, and the texture of driftedsnow
seem almost tangible; this sortofdetail is whattakes the
art beyond the photography.
At the same time, A galleryobserverreads the descriptionofa work byartistLeonEggerling.Eggerling 's
the fact that the art art willbe on display in theSeattle UniversityKinsey Gallery to Oct. 12 and again
front
was drawn fromold Oct. 22 - Nov. 9.

Billie Krenov

are

not

histori-

photographs is
obvious. The
drawings do not
simply end at the

cal or literary
figures that
were somehow

seen in thebackground

This picture is la-

beled 1946, and the
ship is a darkblotin an
frame; instead, otherwise bustling
missed in History 120.
they fade away cityscape, a reminder
They were, in
like old photos of the tense times.
fact, friends of
and memories.
Interestingly
artistEggerling.
The
art enough, Eggerling alThe two met
reaches into the waysworks toaneclecEggerlinginSepast for subject tic variety of music,
attle, where
matter, remindfrom classicallo pop.
ing the viewer
Boris
and
He listened to Rusnot only of nos- sian music the entire
Eggerling both
worked
for
talgic bygone time he was working
Boeing
days,butthema- on the Krenov collecjor events of the tion in order to better
Boris was
century.
born wealthyin
feel their perspective.
JEREMY EDWARDS / PHOTO EDITOR
St. Petersburg, SU students Linda Ramirez andRoman Rozhazsky examine sketches of
The very first
He waskind enough ArtistLeonEggerling
comfortablepausesat the
picture shows a toanswerany questions
Russia in 1898. Eggerling's work in the SUKinsey Gallery.
opening day ofhis Travels of Boris and Billic
and was forced
celebration of about his art, exhibit- Krenov exhibitwhichdrewcrowdsin the Kinsey
toIlee toShanghai during theComizes that each of the large (at least the Romanov dynasty in pre-revo- ing an energetic per- Gallerv at SU.
23x29) pictures is comprised en- lutionRussia.Subject mattermoves sonality that belied his
munist Revolution.
There, he met and courted Billie, tirely of tiny, individual dots, on to fishing boats in Shanghai, a somewhatadvanced age at the reThe Travels of Boris and Bitlie
and they later traveled the world, Eggerling'sdedication as an artist bridge inJapan,a Shantytown por- ception on Oct.9.
will be on display at the Kinsey
tion of Seattle during the Deprestaking photographsol'all theplaces also becomes apparent.
"Ilook at myselfas a student," he Gallery,located on the first floor of
they hadbeen.
Steppingback from the drawing sion, and back to Shanghai, where saidwhilediscussinghisart, "Inever the Casey Building, thru Oct. 12
Eggerling based the art in 77if further reinforces the realization, the silhouette of a battleship can be want to graduate."
and again from Oct. 22 to Nov.9.
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KSUB Makes
a KSUBlime
Comeback
by Brian Connolly

btajj Reporter

For many students,
the opportunity to
broadcast a radio show
is nothing more than
an exciting extracurricular activity, but
Seattle University's
student radio station,
KSUB, is redefining
its role as a voice for
tYv\s campus.

advisor Father John
Foster, SJ, started it
seven years ago.
"Ipushed for the radiostationin 1994 and
gathered up a small
group of students who
were interested," Father Foster said. "We
started on a shoestringbudget, andifit
weren't for Henry
Durand, the Vice
President for Student
Development at the
time, we wouldn't
have been able to get
off the ground."
Luckily, KSUB receivedall ofits initial

"We are working on
a ten-year plan of action for KSUB," Station Manager Bryan
Bingoldsaid. "We are
looking to implement
new features into our
format that will make
KSUB sound and
work like a real radio programming equipstation."
ment for free from
local AM radio station KIRO when it
went out of business
Beginnings
Evenif a stingybudget could be overKSUB has hadits fail- come, KSUB still had
share of ups-and- to contend with, and
downs since faculty

HUMBLE

Tune In!
81.9 FM
AM 1330

continues to contend
with,theFederal Communications Commission. The problem is
mainly a lack ofbandwidth power because
the FCC prohibits all
low-power FM stations due to interference issues. KSUB,
therefore, could not
purchase a small frequency to use. Instead,
the campus equipped
carrier transmitters
that worked by proximity in each hall: the
KSUB frequency is
sent to the carriers,
then the signal is sent
to electrical wiring in
the residence halls so
students can moreeasily get the station on
their radios.
"There are many
complications withthe
signal that KSUB puts
out," Father Foster

said. "On top of the
fact that the FCC disallowed low frequency FM stations,
Seattle University is
right in the middle of
a microwave signal
network. Should we
get approval for an
FM frequency, it
would have to be
stringentlymonitored
so that the station
doesn'tinterfere with
the other signals being put out."

TheNew Plan
As part of the new
plan to work like a
"real" radio station,
KSUB is looking for

"
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ways to
g e t
around
these
limita-

tions.
Since it
doesn't
have access to
F
M
power,
KSUB
workers
are goi n g
Wei
where
everyone else
goes for answers these
days: the Internet.
"The station will be
broadcast on Seattle
University's servers.

Jc

Features
with

an
Ethernet connection
on the campus will be
able to tune in to the
station through the
University's website,"
Father Foster said.
Now that KSUB is
finally technically
getting the campus to
hear what it has to say,
new programs are being put into action.
"We are working
with The Spectator to
have a news program
run every hour, on the

Anyone

hour to update students on whatis going
on at Seattle University," Bingold said.
"We are also looking
into having play by
play sports-casting at
games."
Anotheridea already

place onOct. 24 with
more following on a
monthly basis.
in addition to all of
these new programs
being worked into
the format at KSUB,
Andy Farnum, a seniorSU business major, is the station's
first official promotional representative
from Cornerstone
Promotions in New
York City. He is
working withKSUB
to get morepeople to
listen tothe stationand
to be aware of the terviews with big
events that KSUB name artists at a rehosts.
cent KSUB meeting.
"My job as a promotionalrepresentative is
to make people on this
campus aware ofwhat
KSUB is doing," said

All About
the

Music
While all of
ways to
g e t

these ideas may
seem exciting
for the small
station, themusic is the focus
of everything it
does.
So what do
the station's
DJs have to say
about the new

a r ound

these
li mitatio n s .
Since it
doesn't
have access to
F
M
power,
KSUB

workers

Join in! KSUB meetings

are goare every
i n g
Wednesday at noon the lower SUB.
where
everyone else
goes for answers these
in planning is on-air Farnum.
days: the Internet.
addresses by SU Presi- Farnum suggested
"The station will be
dent Father Stephen local live perforSundborg, SJ. The mances, recordrelease
broadcast on Seattle
University's servers.
first address will take parties, and on-air in-

in

11

Other DJs see the sta- stationhas come a long
tion as part of their en- way from hand-metire learning experi- down equipment and
ence.
second-hand records,
"I like how being a and it still has a long
part of the radio sta- way to go to achieve
tionopensup new pos- its goal as aprominent
sibilities for me as a voice in the SU cornstudent," freshman mumty.
Mark Scott said.
For information on
Father Foster testi- how you can get infies to that thought volved with KSUB,
whole-heartedly.
attend the weekly
"Many of the stu- meetings on Wednesdents who have gone days at noon in the
through our radio sta- basement of the Stution program have dent Union Building
gone on to work pro- and speak with Station
Bryan
fessionally in the me- Manager
dia business," hesaid. Bingold. For a DJ
The new plan en- schedule, check out
sures that KSUB will the Arts andEntertainbuild vitality now and ment section
in the future. The

possibilities?
"I think it's
great that we
get the opportunity to learn
new
about
bands that we

might not have
heard about as well as
put our own music out

on the airwaves,"
freshmanJames Hakel
said.

"
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Heartbreaking novel reveals A few words with
horrors of Irish migration
Thora Birch
RONHUNTER
Staff Reporter

wereofallclasses: peasants,working people, and.those who aspired
to British imperialistic ways. Indeed, they were to fulfill the need

passengers

This ship, the Hannah, ran
aground on the leading edge of an
In some bookstores,sittingalong- iceberg. The captain, first and secside Michael Tepper's novel, The ond mates, expecting the ship to
Famine Immigrants or Thomas capsize immediately, abandoned
Galliger's Patti's Lament, you are theirpassengers andleft onthe only
most likelyto findEdwardLaxton's lifeboat available.
stomach-turning novel, The FamBut they miscalculated the time
ine Ships.
the ship wouldtake to sink, allowIt provides heartbreaking events
of life aboard leaking coffin ships
that throughout the 1800s, hastily
transport a millionIrishimmigrants
to theUnitedStatesand bring thousands to their burial at sea. Most
Irishleft theirhomelandfor American in this time period due to the
disasterousIrish potato famine.

Of all the immigrants who came

—

to America during the mid 19th
century, the Irish undoubtedly are
among those most accredited for
building this country. It is therefore
easy to understand why American

soil would be soaked with Irish
sweat and tears

There have been a number of
discourseson theIrishexodus:however,Laxton11wodc isthe first published writing that provides maritimedetailsofday-to-day lifeaboard
the famine ships. Laxton provides
sickening accounts of ships departing Liverpool or Dublin with humuncargoovercapacity.(Liverpool
was one the English ports many
Irish had ferry to for a passage to
America.) Often, these ships arrived in New York or Boston with
only half the passengers remaining.
Sadlv whodied at sea of typhoid
disease, yellow fever, pneumonia
or starvation. The horrific talesof
shipsdumping their excesscargo at
sea to avoid heavy fines by US
Immigration is quite compelling.
The starving masses of Irish
wouldboard ships departing in the
most unfavorable weather. Most
hoped to escape the potato famine
that had alreadykilledmillions and
was threatening the lives of millions more.
To add plausibility to his work.
the authorcitesanincidentthathappenedin 1849aboardashipmanned
h\ an Irish crew and carrying Irish

.

forskilled andunskilled laborers in
the United States. Many wouldfind
employment as carpenters, housekeepers and bartenders, while few

SEAN REID
A&E Editor

MELISSA SWEAT
Staff Reporter
Thora Birch, star of this

past

summer's Ghost World, took time
out of her busy schedule to chat
with The Spectator via an online
chatat www.allcampusmedia.com.

secured jobs as overseerson slave
plantations, and a few even puringevacuatingpassengers to scurry chased slaves.
Margaret Mitchell writes in her
onto the ice in nothing more than
theirbed attire.
powerful fictional novel.Gone with
Spectator: Thora, what did you
For 15 hours they suffered from the Wind, that Gerald O'Hara, an :hink of your performance in the
frostbite. Miraculously, they were Irish immigrant whose mother had iilm?
saved by a passingship, theNicara- sent him to America by himself,
gua, but not before 50 out of 200 purchased many slaves after setThoraBirch:Not that much, but
perished.
tling into the southern comfort of Ireverreally do.
This collectionofmemorabiliais Georgia.
supportedby five years of research,
Spectator: I took the ending of
YetFredrick Douglas,a runaway
includingnewspaperclippings,por- slave, writes in his autobiography, Ghost Worldas symbolic of Enid's
Thora Birch plays Enid, a teen
traits, passengerlistsand travel tick- The LifeofFredrick Douglas, how progressionintoadulthood,the"real
outcastfresh out ofhigh school in
ets. Moreover, it stands apart from he was inspired to learn to readand world,"you couldsay.What doyou Ghost World.
think yourcharacter's future would
other works on the Irish migration write by two poor Irish youths.
to the United States. Accurate
The author inserts some of the be like?
whatever that level may be
though his novel may be, it closely historical turmoil in Northern Ireparallels earlier genres of African land Catholic and Protestant conThora Birch: Ithink for Enid,
Spectator:Doyouprefer workslaves crossing the Atlantic and flicts. This could prejudice some there is no "real world", only the ing in indie films
more so than
readers, as the author clearly de- one whichshe perceives andinhabtherefore lacks creativity.
mainstream Hollywoodpictures?
Thedemand tor shipsduring this fines who the aggressors were and its.I
think, as well, that the ending
periodmirrorsa similarboom in the how the ruling class enforced the of the film could symbolize whatThora Birch At the end of the
shipping industry during the zenith economic abyss which character- ever the viewer wants it to, and day,Iprefer a goodscript. Idon't
of the slave trade. Retired ships, ized that era. The Famine Immi- merely represents literally Enid's care who's waving it around, a
tailor-madeto haul the AfricanNe- grants can be found at your local progression to "the next level," studio, or a financier in Pacoima.,

groes, werecommissionedbackinto
service to assist in therelocationot"
(he new wave of" Irishmen.
Somevessels,however,werekind
to the Irish masses, such as the
vesselthat may havebroughtHenry
Fordor the great-grandfather ofJohn
F.Kennedy to America.
For those of you desperately in
search of information on the Irish
exodus, TheFamine Ships is more

bookstore.

The 2002 Entertainment Books
are here!

than sufficient. Laxton's book is
plagued with turn-me-now pages
as he tries to recreate courageous
incidents well past 150 years.
Laxton cites how Irish peasants
were boardingships barely dry of
African blood. Many could only
afford passageonformerslave-hauling ships.
Determined to escape the potato

"-

♥j.

famine, huddled masses would will-

ingly take residence ina ship's hold
still damp with blood.
The multitudes of Irish arriving

Purchase yours for only $40 at the

Student Activities Office.

EXECUTIVE EXTENDED STAY
j

The Executive Extended Stay Hotel offers
great value and comfort that you deserve
with the location that you require. Located
just three blocks from Seattle University
campus and minutes from the central downtown area. Our suites offer generous living
space with fully equipped kitchens. Other
amenities include outdoor Jacuzzi, fitness
room and complementary parking.
Call 1 800 906-6226
for rates and availability.

The Student Activities Office is sellingcopies of the popular Entertainment® 2002 coupon book to
raise funds for student events. The fund-raising campaign will kick off September 26, 2001 and
continue through December 15, 2001.
The GreaterSeattle/Eastside Entertainment® coupon book contain hundreds of 50%-off and twofor-one discount offers on fine and family dining, fast food, movies, sporting events, activities, spe! cial attractions and hotels. Plus, more than 150 editions are available to order for cities across the
United States and Canada.
Books cost $40.00, with a portion of the proceeds from every book supporting Seattle University
student activities and programs. To order a copy of the Entertainment® book, contact the Student
I Activities Office at 296-6040 or stop by room 207 of the Student Union Building. Or buy online at
entertainment.com where you can enter account number 661151 when prompted.
Headquarteredin Troy,Michigan,last year Entertainment Publications helped thousands of schools
and community groups across the U.S.and Canada raise more than $85 million.
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Now Get
Qwest DSL
with MSN
Broadband.
MSNInternet Access,

now faster than you ever thought possible.

How did Qwest® make the MSN network even better? We made it faster. A lot faster. From now on, you never have to
wait for the best stuff on the web just point, click and you're there. Qwest DSL" with MSN Broadband lets you see the
I
Si
N web like you're supposed to always connected and fast.
QwestDSLwith MSN includes: Qwest DSL:
starting from
MSN Internet Access " Lets you talk and surf on the same line.
$OQ95 Use of DSL modem " Downloads in seconds what used to take up to a minute.
" isn't slowed down by extra users like cable modems.
There's even 640K DSL available, too. Call Qwest now to get one of the
Broadband
"~~rzz
most powerful combinations of speed and Internet access available.
w<tir

-

wffl?MSN "
**** "

fflSrf*^

V^

Qwesr'^

J

To order, call Qwest at 1-877-529-3406 or visit www.qwest.com/msn

ride the

lighter

WMIBBHMMBHWBHMBIMHB^
Not available In all areas. Special equipment may be required.Actual speeds over DSL lines will vary depending on several factors including location of your home, computer performance and configuration, network or Internet congestion,Web sites accessed
and current phone line conditions. Speed of service, uninterrupted and error-free service are not guaranteed. Some customers may require professional installation which may be obtained for an extra charge. You must additionally subscribe to MSN Internet
Access in accordance with its Subscription Agreement to access the service. A valid major credit card may be required. If for any reason your subscription is terminated during the initial 24-month period, then you will be required to return the DSL modem
providedto you. If you do not returnthe modem you will be charged $150 plus applicabletaxes. The current price lor the unlimited MSN Broadband Internet Access Plan will be automatically charged to you beginning on the activation date and until you cancel
your account or select an alternative plan. You must be 18 years old or older. MSN Broadband InternetAccess is available only to users of the Windows '98 Second Edition or later operating systems. MSN Internet Access is available only lor personal noncommercial use. Additional terms may apply it you are a current MSN Internet Access member. Offer expires December 31, 2001. Other charges and restrictions apply.
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KSUB daily program calendar
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

4 p.m. 6 p.m.
Karen Hedland

2 p.m. 4 p.m.

-

4 p.m. 6 p.m.

-

4 p.m. 6 p.m.

-

6 p.m. 8 p.m.

The christy
Geiger Show

MIDI IKSXM SffICDW

MKLT bINNCR WITH

IMB IBGDCSffi OTCOT

F^NKROCK

with
Michelle Jacob

-

>

(i p.m.

-»fi p.m.

Scott Van Amburg

»

p.m. -iu p.m.
Jennifer Duva

-

■

1n p.m. 12
-^i
10
a.m.

Tftg

raun/ri/
inex,aunary
Room with
Melissa Sweat

-

12 a.m. 2 a.m.
THE NEW NOISE
Wltn

Brian Conolly

ooiV\
( 1330
A T\/f
y
V

with

witn
Josh Swainston

Michelle Jacob

4 p m .6 p m
Jason Lamb

6 p.m. -8 p.m.

6 p.m. 8 p.m.

Lacey Carnahan

-6 p.m. -8 p.m.
Katie Pendelton

Rpttpr
r>ebbei Words
vvuiub

8 p.m. -10 p.m.
James Tan

8 p.m. -10 p.m.
don't Believe the
Hype
with
Schuyler Sellars

10 p.m. 12 a.m.

with
Christ Gei
and
i
t
u
Jason Lamb

-- - -

i° P-m 12 a m

8 p.m. -10 p.m.
The 7th Reason
with
Jerome Veith
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Clue: go for the play's
gimmick, not the music
Sean Reid
A & E Editor

eryone to figure out all three elements of the murder mystery.
Based on clues frequently provided by the show's emcee and

simple investigation

whose results change
with each new show.

The premiseof theboard gameof
Clueis simple: find out whokilled murder victim, Mr. Boddy (Chad
Mr. Boddy. with what weapon, in Peterson),audiencemembers gauge
whatroom.Based on

Clue the Musical
plays thruOct.20. Contact ArtWest at (206)
938-0339forticketsand

the game's wide

info.

popularity, especiallyofitstrademark
characters, it makes
sense thatClue couk
be an engaging and
popularmurder mystery forthe stage.

Clue:TheMusical,
fromDirectorWalter

cat plays out

in Boddy's
mansion

where potential killers
Professor

Baker and Musical

Plum (Jason
Dittmer),

Director Heather

Miss Scarlet

MacLaughlin is such
a poor translationfor
the franchise that it is

(Jeannette
LeGault),
Colonel

almost laughable.
Mustard
Most of the produc(Mike
Mahaffey),
tion is badly acted
and the singing is Mr. Boddy (Chad Peterson) Mr. Green
contemplates the options in (Christopher
downright awful.
ArtWest's
Clue: TheMusical.
really
What
shoots
Clue:TheMusical in
Zinovitch),
foot,
just
that
it
does
Mrs.Peacock(TanyaGranger),and
though,
the
is
not need to be a musical. The play, Mrs. White (Mary Ann Boyd) plot
in fact, is only bearable when it and scheme, each revealing their
focuses on comedy and audience motives,but unfortunately, through
participation
song. None of them, saveDittmer
Thelatter is Clue's savinggrace. and Peterson the only two decent
Here,production company ArtWest actors, can carry a tune. All of the
has members of the audience ran- acting is also unnecessarily overdomly choose the suspect, murder the-top.
And yet the play is recommendweapon,and the roomof the crime
in secret and then encourages ev- able entirely for its gimmick: a

TOEFL Tuesday!
■'

LSAT

!

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-

You'reinvited to
take a FREE Practice Test

Kaplan Educational Center
4216 University Way NE
Seattle, WA 98105

cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't

think anyone knows more

about this test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. That's why Istill
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with

weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $795.
Ican answer any LSAT question let me provedt. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

-
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Every Tuesday at 2pm
Call today to reserve your seat -spaces are filling fast!

(206) 632-0634

www.studyusa.kaplan.com
Kaplanis authorizedunder federallaw toenroll nonimmigrant alienstudents
*TOEFL is a registeredtrademarkoftheEducationalTesting.
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SU upsets rival Lady Redhawks fail to
Seattle Pacific improve on streak
ship
Freshman Evan McNeley scored
the Redhawks' first goal in the fifth
minuteofthe game. McNeleyalso
scored SU'sonlygoalagainst CSUB

AMITY EGGE

Staff Reporter

For the first timein 23 years, the
Seattle University men's soccer
last week.
team defeated the Seattle Pacific
University on the Falcons' home
Junior forward Joe Watson asfield.
sisted McNeley's goal, recording
The 2-1 victory last Saturday his fifth assist on the season.
night was the Redhawks' secondMcNeley,however,had to leave
in-a-row, the first being a non-con- the gameinthe 69thminute followference win over California State ing a collision with an SPU
University-Bakersfield last week. midfielder. McNeleysuffered a conThe Falcons posed the greatest
competition for the Redhawks, as
both teams sharedthe 2000 conference championship.
Saturday's victory placed the
Redhawks one game aheadofSPU
in the Great Northwest Athletic
Conference
With only four more games left
on the conference schedule, the
Redhawks are in position todefend
their 2000 conference champion-

Cheryl farrish

Staff Reporter

in thelast three games,allowing the
Wolves tomakea remarkablecomeback victory

The past week has been one of
Freshman Megan Kaysinger led
mixedemotions fortheSeattleUni- the Lady Redhawks in their efforts
versity women's volleyballteam.
with 20kills and a .364 hittingperComing into this week'sgames, centage
the Redhawks were backed by the
Freshman Lizzy Safranski also
team'slongest winningstreak since obtainedmatch-high statisticswith
the 1999 revival ofSU's volleyball 26 digs and 13 kills for Seattle.
program.

For their next match, the Lady

Unfortunately, the Lady Redhawks traveledsouth to Arcata,
Redhawks
were unable to prolong Calif., where they were pitted
cussion. Watson scored the goal
three-game
winning streakaf- against theHumbolt State Lumberthat won the game in the 54th their
ter
in
a
falling2-3
hard-foughtcon- jacks in a Saturday night conferminute, his fifth goal this season.
against Western Or- ence match
ference
match
Watson was also named theGreat
Pocketing an easy 3-1 victory,
egonUniversitylastThursdaynight.
Northwest Athletic Conference
at
court
in
Playing
managed to finish the game
WOU'shome
SU
men's soccerplayer ofthe week,an
Monmouth, Oregon, SU managed with a .331 combined hitting perhonor that he has earned once alto secure an early two-game lead centage.This is SU'shighest single
ready this season.
over the Wolves.
match total since the Lady
Brent Egbert scoredthe Falcons'
However, SU wasunable to hold Redhawks' revival two years ago.
only goal in the 79th minute. SPU
advantage. The Kaysingeraidedin this accomplishhad eight shots on goal,and SUhad on to their early
.000, .047, and .120 ment with another night of matchRedhawks
hit
ten.

highkills
Traveling back to Seattle, the
Lady Redhawks kicked off homecomingweekon Mondaynight with
aconference match against theUniversity of Alaska-Fairbanks.
Playing before an enthusiastic
crowd at the Connolly Center, the
Lady Redhawks emerged from a
one-game deficit with a powerful
30-22 victory in game four.

In the decisive fifth game, the
Lady Redhawks managed to even
up the score twice at 10-10and 14-14.
However, after struggling for a
small 16-15 advantage, the Lady
Redhawks were unable to maintain
theirlead and theNanooks captured
the victory 16-18.

Safranski and freshman Nicole
Taylor led the team with 18 and 19
kills, respectively.

The Spectator is still
looking for sports-

writers.
Anyone interestedin
covering games, profiling athletes, or writing opinion columns
is encouraged to apply.
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Come down to the
Spectator staff meetings every Wednesday at 8 p.m. in the
Lower SUB, or contact Austin Burton,
Sports Editor, at
(206) 296-6470.
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The kinder, gentler media has good
intentions, but what's the point?
Why isit that onlyafter ourcountry gets hit everyonebecomes Miss
Manners?
In a recent Sports Illustratedcolumn, the author saidthathe would
no longer refer to San Antonio

Spurs' teammates David Robinson
and Tim Duncan as the"Twin Towers," a nickname bestowed upon
the duoyears ago.
Again, while the intention is
sweet, what wouldbe the point of
droppingthe name?
It'snot goingtobringNewYork's
twin towers back.
Besides, what elseare you going
to call two seven-foot guys who
play on the same team.

AUSTINBURTON
Sports Editor

athletics as a career,I'd want them
to know what they are getting into.
Iwould show a prospective running back tapes of the great Earl
Campbell in action.But youcanbet
that 1 will also let them read about
how, today, Campbell can barely
walkbecausehis hips andknees are

so bad.
Iwouldshow a young basketball
playerhow the 1996 Chicago Bulls

dominated the NBA.
But why not also show them Xrays of Ron Harper's knees, which
don't have any cartilage in them
after multiple surgeries.
One reason why so many people

wrecks?

suit,

Should wechange the volleyball
points!
You know the Supersonics are

When theNFLstuck to their regular schedule just days after John F.
maybe they should change their Kennedy was assassinatedin 1963,
name too.
the negativebacklashtheyreceived
Remember, people, it's just was more thansignificant.
Former commissioner Pete
sports.
In sports, you can call a Tennes- Rozelle once saidthat playingthat
see-Kentucky game a border war, Sunday was theone thinghe regretand no one is going to conjure up ted during his thirty-plus year tenimagesof muskets and trenches.
ure, and currentcommissioner Paul
attacks were made in airplanes,so

If the television announcer tells
us that Kurt Warner just threw a
bomb, the viewerat

A.A. Lemieux Library

i

mourn.
But ifthat'sthe case, there would
neverbe any games played.
Thousands of people die every

single day for hundreds of reasons,
not just from terrorist attacks on

Sept. 11.
Why don't they get a day of
mourning?
Because if they did, the entire
country would be in a 24-hour state
of greiving

What it really comes down

the future ofLemieux Library!

Just because the NFL canceled
it's games does not mean that the
NCAA has to feel pressured into
cancellingit's games as well.
If one sportswriter wants to say
that the quarterback got PearlHarbored, the next sportswriter should
not persecure him.
It's similar tcgettingovera breakup.
There is no set time when it is
okay to start dating again,because
it'sallup tothe persongoingthrough
the break-up.
Some may need a month, some
may need four minutes.
So if I decide to call Robinson
'
andDuncan theTwin Towers,don t
call me insensitive

r~ r~"flfWr
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During this Fall Quarter, library & architectural consultants will help us
conduct a needs assessment and develop a preliminary master plan
for the Lemieux Library of the future, one that will help the university
achieve its ambitious strategic plan. We need and want your ideas
and reCOmmendatiOnS.

—"i-**-**"."

stop in

Great information on seeing the world!
"Features and photos by Lonely Planet."
4311 university

way ne

206-632-2448
424 Broadway Ave East-Seattle

206-296-6222 or
libraryvision@seattleu.edu

206-329-4567

j^JJj

Help us today to create the university library of tomorrow.

— — - ___

the neW and updated

student travels magazine

To participate in one of the "visioning" sessions to be held October 22-24,
please call or email us at:

--

copy
today!

now in yourioca.counci. Trave.
offjce

l«i

JohnPopko, University Librarian

,

■.

We can help.
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to,

though, is what makes each individual feel better.

Bp^l foryour
free

You can helpshape

_________«_______—

Tagliabueprobablydidn't want the
same bad press.
Conventional wisdomsays that
no professional or amateur should
have played because the needed to

it's

or serve
neither
NFL, NCAA, or MLB are

—

mourning

named after an airplane, and the

.The Mountainous
home asks themIs it too late to talk about the
Monoliths?
selves, "Who's goterrorist attacks yet?
Big
The
ol"
Buildings?
tocatchit?" Not
ing
Ever since the Sept. 11 incident.
only
Not
have
writers
responsible
"Who's
several sportswriters and commenpeople,
just
and
other
media
tor
types
this
attack?"
tators around the country started a
Honestly,
I
sports.
mini-crusade to avoid using words tried to shy away from
not supposed to
words
thought
the
associated
with
that
blitz
associated with war and terrorism.
war and terrorism, there
any
was originally a
be political
Isuppose thosejournaliststaking
hasalso beena concerted
term.
football
part in the movement feel as if
the
social service.
And Iwouldbet
they're doing someone a favor by effortacross theboard to
history.
that a lot offootball
not using terms like bomb, blitz, revise
Movies
were
once thought
that
fans
attack,
phrases
andother
aerial
that
filmed
scenes
involving
the same thing.
may remind someoneof the terrorGOING TO SAVE ANY LIVES BY
in New York havebeen
ist attacks.
edited or refilmed.
should not have to
The World Wrestling Federation
SITTING OUT A WEEKEND.
shows
that
political orserve
Television
be
even decided to rename it's Haganything
had
to
do
with
some
socialservice.
ship program.Raw is War, to just
terrorism
or
sort
any
of
Neither
the NFL,
Raw. and the annual pay-per-view
governmental
having
criseshavebeen
NCAA,
dealing
going to
are
such
a
hardtime
or
MLBaseball
are
postArmageddon has been redubbed
poned or scrappedaltogether.
they
by
sitting
with
this
is
thai
were
sheltered
save
lives
out
a weekany
Payback.
Issports goingto besubject to the from thereal worldfora long time. end,nor aretheygoingtodisrespect
Remember, this is the company
same treatment?
But back to the debate over "ap- anyone'smemory.
that onceused theGulf War to turn
Is someone going to go back into propriate"words.
Unless a team had to travel in
one of their wrestlers into a heel
dangerous
the
NBA
Entertainment
archives
Can
I
a
a
still call it strike when
conditions or the facility
(wrestlingjargonfor "badguy") by
pitcher
right
and
edit
all
references
to
Akeem
throws
it
down
the
wherethe
was beingheld was
game
playing him up as an Iraqi sympadamaged,why notplayonas usual?
OlajuwonandRalphSampson,who middle?
thizer.
Is it now theGlobalCup, instead
President Bush and New York
The intention of creating this weredubbedthe "Twin Towers"in
Cup?
the
1980s?
mayor
Rudolph Guliani both said
of
the
World
kinder, gentler, socially sensitive
now,
though
they
Kemp
Even
are
Was
Shawn
from
Sethateveryone
needs to get back to
gone
sent
journalism seems good on the surpretend
noreason
to
a
not
a
which I beswap,and
living
normally,
there's
that
the
attle
in
Trade?
life
face.
never existed, or that
Twin
Towers
Is
Calvin
Booth
the
new
Sonics
lieve
would
have
made
it acceptBut in reality, what's the point?
player, or the Center?
play.
neverhappened.
the
attack
able
to
post
The dayafter AmericaandNATO
Some wouldarguethat it's good
There's socially sensitive, and
I thought college football and
attackedSerbiaduring thecampaign
kids,
just
MajorLeague
but since when is it then there's
ridiculous.
Baseballhad theright
against Slobodan Milosevic,noone for the
good to hide things from yourkids
they
took a few days off
Chicago
Is it wrongtocall
Bears idea when
hesitatedto call a longpassa bomb.
they
play the following
can
learn
from?
"Adecided
to
running
Anthony
rookie
back
and
Noone thoughttwiceaboutprais- that
nickname,
weekend,
day
by
If
one
childdecides
that
his
my
Train" Thomas
but when the NFL deing a football team'saerial attack.
he or she seriously wants to pursue since people have died in train cidednot to playeveryone followed

Remember,
It's

Theproblem is that theNFLlikely
only decided not toplay becauseof
reasons that had nothing todo with

term killsintospikes that countfor

M IIM_H Ir MMIM

1-800-2COUNCIL
www.counciltravel.com
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Mariners enjoy a season for the ages
used his added bulk to lead the
ester uniforms in the 70s
The consistency with which the league inRBIs with 141 whilehavFinally, last winter, theMariners
watched hopelessly as baseball's Mariner's have won has been as- ingone of the greatest seasonsever
for a second baseman.
greatest shortstop, perhaps in his- tonishing.
The greatEdgarMartinezcontinOn only one occasion did they
tory, packed his bags and his millions for Texas where he became losemore than two games in a row ued toignore father timewhiledriving in 1 15 runs in only 130 games.
over the course of 162.
baseball'sfirst 50-40 man.
Mike Cameron continued his
They hada winningrecordagainst
Thatis to say he became the first
emergence as a superstar,driving in
player to finish a season with 50 every single team they played.
They won more games on the 1 10runs while playing center field
home runs while finishingmorethan
40 games out of
first place
town.

JOHN BOYLE

Sports columnist

one team in the

116? Imust be dreaming.
It cannot be possible. Not this
team, not this year.

1960s having
Willie

Mays,

Ernie Banks, and
SandyKoufaxon

to imagine.

TheseMariners are proof that the
sum of a team can be much greater
than its parts.
Much of the credit for this is
owed to manager LouPiniella who
spent the entire season making all
the right moves atexactly the right
time.

Toput thethree

departures into
perspective,consider the idea of

Chevy Chase, and Martin Short in
The Three Amigos.
Even with these greatplayersand
accomplishments, 1 16 is still hard

Arthur Rhodes, Jeff Nelson, and Kazuhiro
Sasaki took little time in establishing
themselves as the most feared triosince the
Three Amigos.

The Seattle Mariners came into its roster.
the 2001 seasonlastMarch withall
Then imaging
the makings of an85-win team who
themleaving,one byone, yearafter road(59) thatany other team did at as wellas anyone in the league.
would be lucky to compete for the
Thepitching wasequally impresyear. Now...try to convince methat home, and outscored their oppoAmerican League wildcard.
sive ledby theiryoung ace Freddy
they are going to win.
nents by a combined 301 runs.
Not too many years ago, in the
This season was one in which a Garcia, as well as their aging vetThree future Hall of Famers in
days of Harold Reynolds, Alvin
three years, gone. It did not look relatively unknown right fielder eran Jamie Moyer, who at age 39,
Davis, and even a young Ken
goodfor the M's.
named Ichiro became an interna- had his first 20 win season in his
Griffey, Jr., theMariners struggled
Yet after Saturday's l-owinover tional sensation, winning a batting career.
to win 70 games in a season.
Of course no one can leave out
the Texas Rangers, the Mariners title while collecting 242 hits, the
At this season'sendthey are 116the
a
most
in
incredible bullpen which was
movedinto tie with the 1906Chibaseball since 1930.
-46, 70 games over.500.
the
anchor
of the pitching staff all
this,
of
Ichiroestabcago Cubs as the winnings team in
top
On ofall
Three years ago this team lost
history.
game's year long.
baseball
lished
himselfas
one
of
the
one of the game's best pitchers.
116 is a record that has stood premier defensiveoutfielders.
Arthur Rhodes,Jeff Nelson, and
Two years ago they had little through
KazuhiroSasaki took little time in
one GreatDepression, two
Newcomerßrettßoonecameinto
choice but to trade away the games World Wars, countless Yankee dy- the spring looking like Arnold establishingthemselvesas the most
bestplayer, whoalso happens to be nasties,
and some God-awful poly- Schwarzenegger's Mini-Me and feared trio since Steve Martin,
the man who saved baseball in this

|^Q||\_7jJ

Lou's mastery combined with an
unselfish and motivated group of
ballplayers were two of the keys to
the success of this team.
In spite of their spectacular regular season, this team knows that
history willultimately judge them
by their next three weeks.
Withoutthe World Seriesto back

it up, therecord suddenly becomes
a bittersweet and somewhatempty
achievement.That said,however, it
has been quite a ride.
With 1 16 wins under their belt,
the Mariners now need to win 11

more tojoin theranks of baseball's
elite. The next few weeks will be
the final judge of their place in
baseball history.
Maybe it is in fact all just a little
too good to be true.

Maybe I am just dreaming, and
thatis ok.
Justdo not wakeme upuntilafter
the World Series.

The Next Stage"

banking

with a free throw

Here's banking thatlets you concentrate on subjects that really

Uk&Aifffl

matter. Like math class or your Saturday night date. Simply sign up

for the Student ComboSM Package and you'll enjoy a range of

Student Combo Package

easy-to-use services. Plus you'll get a Free Wells Fargo Basketball

pree student Checking

and Hoop.' Visit your nearest Wells Fargo location today.

pree student Visa* Card"

ATM & Check Card+

Jt

Free Online Account Access

VBtv
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Preamble to the ASSUConstitution

Open Leadership Positions for 2001-02:
Executive Vice President

"We, theundergraduate students at Seattle University, have
l^e inherent right to establish an association for the express onandprotection of student rights, interests, concerns and
opinions, to involve students in a constructive partnership in
the operations of the University, serving a significant role in

'

At-Large Representative
FreshpersonRepresentative

Transfer Representative
International Representative
There will be a Fall Quarter Election for these positions.

theformation, implementation, and application ofinstitutionalPolicy affectinS bothAcademic andStudent Affairs of
undergraduate students, and to promote the internal welfare
an^""'O7 of the student community, hereby ordainand estabtn s Constitutionfor the AssociatedStudents ofSeattle
"
University.

'

Appointed Positions*
Secretary of Elections
(4) Elections Commissioners
(4) Finance Commissioners
(4) Clubs Commissioners
Applications will be available soon— check the ASSU web page for more

information at www.seattleu.edu/assu

77k? ASSUoffice is locatedin the Student Union Building, room
203. ASSUoffers services, such as support, to clubs and student
advocacy. Ifyou have any questions or concerns please let us
know by email or phone x6050.

Club Events^n^^rmcumcements^

"mAkeadIffe^
be a volunteer tutor!
The Children's Literacy Project is offering training for Fall 2001 tutors.
Middle School training is Thursday Oct. 11, 4-6:30 p.m., Loyola 200.
For more information or to register for the training, please visit, email,
or call the Children's Literacy Project.
Loyola
clp@seattleu.edu
__ __ _ _ __ ___ 507
___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __296-6411
__ __ __ _ _ __or__ 296-6412
__ __
,

_„

-mi

Seattle University Homecoming 2001
Thursday,10/11
Women's volleyballgame vs. Central Washington University, 7 p.m., in Connolly North Gym
Michael'sPizza night,sponsored by Senior Class Council
Friday,10/12
PEPRALLY'6:30 p.m., the Quad, sponsored by the SU Dance, Cheer, and Jammin'Jesuits Clubs
Saturday, 10/13
Men's soccer vs. SeattlePacific University, 2 p.m., ChampionshipField
Alumni TailgateParty, 4 p.m., ChampionshipField,hosted by Alumni Relations
Women's volleyballgame vs. St. Martin's College, 7 p.m.,Connolly North Gym

ATTENTION TO ALL CLUBS
TOASTMASTERS '
;
OR SOON TO BE CLUBS:
I
1
Toastmasters is a useful club meeting every Wednesday at noon,

This space can be used by you to Communicate to which will help you conquer your fears of public speaking and
greatly improve your oral speaking skills. Companies such as
your fellow Seattle U Students. If you have any
Toastmasters, and more than happy to
events going on that you wouldlike to advertise, BoeinS are familiar with
hire someone with experience in public speaking. If you are
r-c
r
to pick up a form interested? please come to the Fall Kickoff on Oct. 17 in Pigott
please come by the ASSU office
to fill OUt in the Student Union Building. Forms
Rm. 100. Oh yeah, and free pizza will be served during the
kickoff. Hope to see you there!
are due by Tuesday at 5 p.m. of each week.
1

aoott

"*
j
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Wanna get more from your books?

BUY TEXTBOOKS from other SU students or sell your textbooks to other SU
students at a nice price.Log on to www.bookswap.com/seattleu

Sophomore Class Council:
Calling all sophomores who are interested in being involved and in working for'their class. There are five positions open for this coming year. More
details will come to you by email. Applications are available in the ASSU office, Center for Student Success, or email Sean O'Neill, Sophomore Class

Representative at o'neils@seattleu.edu
Our Class Needs You!
The Spectator " October 11, 2001
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100. For Sale
200 Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

.

- Sororities
-Fraternities
Clubs Student Groups

Earn $1,000 $2,000 this
semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com
three hour fundraising
event. Does not involve
credit card applications.

SS^*SrJ35}
f

t

Women's Health Study
the entirestudy receive:Free
We need your help to therapeutic feedback, the
*
examine how women's dayoption to review the study
to-day experienceofanorexia results, and $25. For
nervosa, their bodies, and
inormationcallDiedra Clay,
genderinteractand influence M.A., Psy.D. Candidate
each other. All women (206) 853-8257.
participants mustbeatleast
$$ Get Paid For Your
18 years of age, speak and
Opinions! $$
read English, have been
diagnosed with anorexia
Eann $5$125 and
nervosa, and are currently
more per survey!
formerly
receiving or have
www.money4opinions.com
completed treatment for
"
anorexianervosa
i
Emailcomplet n§

a DneI survey lj?

Cam^usfundLer.com mSir^nTt^inl
S£v^(ajpr«dniat^2
n

a

r

a

(888) 923-3238. or visit

www.campuslundraiser.com

"1"
noursj.

women wno nmsn

-

Services
500 For Rent
600. Misc

.

400. Services

PART-TIMEFUN! Wanted:
Hostess, cashier duties at
a downtown nightclub
Friday/Saturday nights,
Must speak Spanish. Call
206-235-1339.

n

400

£*

200. Help Wanted

r
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r

THINKYOU'REPREGNANT?
for
Birthright
Call
confldential supportandfree
pregnancytest. 1-800-5504900 (24-hour toll free line)

„ D .
cnn f Or Kent
3UU.

- -

--.

Need a roomie?

. . „..

'

n StujJ to sellf
IIQ
LiOt

Place your
Classified Ad
Todav'

|

''

Room for Rent $350/mo.

-

-

avail now Friendly, quiet
3-bdrm house inColumbia
Cltv " 1Omin to su
Separate living space and
phoneincluded. Please call
Llsa at (2 06) 760-8569.

-

-

Call for more info:
|
| Waylen Leopoldmo

Tel.: (206) 296-6474

!
t^t^^t
Dogs welcome. 3bd, 1.5ba,

S^SS^^p

yourpersonale-tutor, today
with all of your top-quality
editing needs.
haVe
Ur
[7"
professionally created.

**<m»"T
Email:

Carpoo, to
take
bus.
Email
S.U. or
mtieder@yahoo.comor call:
206-533- 1646for moreinfo.
in Shoreline.

J°

ad.nfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
To all the members of First
Class****:break out your
instruments ladies,because
the time has come. Dylan
caughtour act when hewas

town and wants us on
tour NOW.

in

Weeeeeeeeeee!!!!!!

2 SWF seeking 2 San Ho's.
Preferably shady
who
enjoy late night walks down
to Pioneer Square and
"shopping" on Broadway
Smokinga must. Pleasebe a
diverse group that doesn't
minda coupleof supershady
"craaa-zy" country gals.
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SU sophomorelooking for
someone to go surfing
with. Call Emmett at
220-8145 or email

10 on October
2001.
Free pizza and learn how to
become a strong speaker.
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Hi Kitchyf!!!! Luv, Nayn
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Alderview:Your Momll
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??

Love, Sarah

Robin, where's
emmettmasenga@hotmail.com tamborine, dude?
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at

-

you.

What would you do if you Momo
You are a great friend! You
caught a squirrel?
v Id
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Hey Lady! i'm really missing
you the two K's and the big A. Don t make me send you
tell Rod Isaid hi!
kids to your room!
YOU be nice
pages at all!
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Love,

your secret admirer.

17,

PLACE YOUR
a
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guys are the best!

ToastmasterKickoffinPigott

THEY'RE BACK !!!
»-«*^w«»-*

To the mailroom crew: you

Contact us at "the picnic
bench" after3 am,and bring
your own cigarettes

° r you get "°
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Alohaz to all da HAYNZ!!!!

tKitchy

....

Shay
Can't wait until this
weekend.Just don'tf*** up
the Pizza order this time
Rock

-

can't believe it's ROSS'!!!!
Go look for your I
banky &Gar!
Idon'thave Why couldn't it have been
Joey's.
them.

I
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Personals are free and appear in every issue.
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erSOna.lS a.re a great Way tO get a meSSage
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BUY RECYCLED.

*i_5>-3^JF
and save:

When you buy products made from recycled materials.
recycling keeps working. To find out more, call 1-8OO-2-RECYCLE
or visit www.environmenuidefeMe.0x9
e

out on campus, say hello to a mend, or even

■
=

wish someone a happy birthday.
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Campus Voice

If you could change one thing about SU, what would it be?
"Football. If you guys had football
it'dbe great; it'dbe tight. It would
"
bring more spirit.
SIMBA RUSIKE, SOPHOMORE, ACCOUNTING
AND FINANCE

"I would put more emphasis on
admissions. It's disorganized—
takes a long timefor things to get
"
processed here.

—

''Noise. Along 12 th Ave. the
ambulances and the cops
"
especially in the morning.
Jon Bartsch, freshman,pre-med

KHALED ABDULKARREEM, SENIOR,
COMPUTER SCIENCE

PHOTOS BY ALEXISJUDAY-MARSHALL / EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

"7 wouldhave more interaction "
between us and our neighborhood.
Kristine Swenson, Public relations
Coordinator

"We should get bus passes with
tuition. Espescially to compensate
for
"
the bad parking.
MEREDITH MONTGOMERY, SECOND YEAR
LAW STUDENT

Obscenity Man: the finger-flipping fossil
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IGnquiar Wire/eSS Stores I
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l7lBlßedmondWay.»A-500

(425)5580325
SEATTLE
Ballard 2120NWMarketSt.
(206)706-1222
Broadway Market
401Broadway Ave.E
(206)709-1000

272978thAve.5E.(206)275-9118

(206)720-0907

MtRCERISLANO

I

— —.
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NonhgateMall
555 NorthgateMallWay
(206)368 0560.(206)306 8600
RainierSquare,1314 4tH Ave.
(206)7495480
Shoreline, 14725 Aurora Ave. N
(206)306 1800
UniversityDistrict
4546UniversityWay NE
(206)547-5400
Wallingford.23llN4sthSt.
(206)5471419

REDMONDRedmond-Creekside

BEUEVUE32I BellevueWay
(425)462-1616
KIRKLANDPark Place
454APark Place, (425)803 5002
TotemLake West
113lONEl24thSt. (425)820-9225

'

HarvardMarket.Bl9EP.keSt.
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Shopbypho.iefor delivery,
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Phone priceandoWer
mayvaryby location

______

__^_____

or 2-year
Limited time offer. Credit approval and activationof service on 1contract for eligible Cingular callingplans required. 'Promotionalphone offer
requires a two-year agreement.Phone models subject to availability. Offer
fee and
cannotbecombined with any other special offers. $150 early termination
$36 activation fee apply. Weeknight hours are 9PM to 6:59AM, and weekend
hours are 12:01AM Saturday to 11:59PM Sunday. Long distance charges apply
you havealso chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long
■r It's your life,
*
.^^^Hk^l unless
Distance applies to calls originating from our CA/NV/WA/ID network and
__^ choose accordingly.^
terminatingin the U.S. Airtime charges apply. Wireless Internet access appliesto
access charge only and does not include per minute usage. Wireless Internet
requires a WAP-enabled handset. Wireless Internetis only available in select
Cingular Wireless service areas. Wireless Internet is not equivalent to landhne
Internet. Usage and overage charges for Wireless Internet service are biNed in
9&
For jobs that rock, visit us
and charged as provided in
one-minute increments from our voice-calling plan
your rate plan Third Party content providersmay impose additionalcharges.
at www.cingular.com
Refer to Wireless Internet brochure for additional details. Anytime minutes are
available on the Cingular CA/NV/WA/ID network. Calls subject to taxes, long
distance roaming, universal service feeor other charges. Package minutes and
SM
calls made or received within
unlimited night and weekend minutes apply toany
,'t250 anytime minutes, plus choose 01
in excess of
package minutes will be
network.
Airtime
CA/NV/WA/ID
$29.99
rate
I
following
witha
permonth
lof the
charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to$.50. Digital phone andCingular Wireless
long distance are required. Airtime and other measuredusage arerounded up to
the next full minute at the end of each call for billing purposes. Unused package
minutes do not carryforward to the next billing periodand areforfeited. Mobile to
With Activation After
$100Discount
Mobile offer applies to airtime for incoming or outgoing voice calls to or from a
Cinqular PCS subscriber enrolledin the MTM plan to or from another Cingular
Wireless Internet
PCS subscriber. MTM subscriber must be within the CA/NA/WA/ID network to
\
Ready
take advantage of the MTM minutes. Excludes applicablelongdistance charges,
411
Buy OneNokia 3390
calls while roaming out of our CA/NV/WA/ID network, calls to voice mail,
HHllv^iyiuLiyi^H
and get the second
doesnot
calls.
the
called
party
andforward
If
(not
areas),
I
Wildfire
in
all
Downloadable&
/
available
one atno additonal
will be
charge with a
have unlimited MTM calling option,called party's package minutes
Vx^
proqrammable
r
will incuran airtime charge. MTM offer may be terminated
V> 2-year agreement.-^)
reduced
or
called
party
ringtones
by Cingular after endof agreement term. Optional features may be cancelled
after initial term of the service contract. Other conditions andrestrictionsLapply.
See contract andstore for details. ©2001 Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting
People and the 3300 series phones are trademarks of Nokia WVJUT
ConnectingPeople
colorcovers
Corporation and/or its affiliates. Cingular Wireless, "What do you have m M
What doyou have to say?"
3390
to say?" and the graphic icon are Service Marks of Cingular Wireless ZuEZ
LLC. ©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC.All rights reserved.
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Xcingular1-866-C/NGULA/?
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